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18 March 2019

Dear Member
DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY– 28 MARCH 2019
Please attend the Meeting of Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Authority to be held on Thursday 28
March 2019 at 1030 hours at the Joint Training Centre, Fire & Rescue Service Headquarters,
Butterley Hall, Ripley, Derbyshire, DE5 3RS. Party Political Group pre-meetings will commence
from 0930 hours onwards and a room for this will be allocated by the Committee Clerk on the
day. The agenda is set out below.
Yours sincerely

Terry McDermott
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive

PART 1 – OPEN ITEMS
1.

Public Question Time

2.

Apologies

3.

Declarations of Interest

4.

To confirm the Minutes of Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Authority Meeting held on
14 February 2019

5.

To confirm the Minutes of the Governance & Performance Working Group Meeting held
on 25 February 2019

6.

To confirm the Minutes of the Standards Committee Meeting held on 6 December 2018

email: reception@derbys-fire.gov.uk
www.derbys-fire.gov.uk
Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive
Terry McDermott MA

Reports for Decision:
7.

Revenue Budget and Capital Programme Monitoring 2018/19 (to January 2019) –
Director of Finance/Treasurer, Simon Allsop

8.

Recruitment Process for Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive – Solicitor/Monitoring
Officer, Louise Taylor

9.

Pay Policy Statement 2019 - Solicitor/Monitoring Officer, Louise Taylor & Director of
Finance/Treasurer, Simon Allsop

10.

Membership of the Local Government Association - Solicitor/Monitoring Officer, Louise
Taylor

11.

Revised Key Performance Measures and Targets 2019/20 – Deputy Chief Fire Officer,
Gavin Tomlinson

Please note reports for information will no longer be provided in hard copy format; these
reports will only be contained in the electronic version emailed to Members. The Chair will
continue to table these reports for discussion and offer the opportunity to raise questions; at
this point the reports will also be displayed on the screen.
Reports for Information:
12.

Review of Crewing Arrangements for On-Call Appliances – Deputy Chief Fire Officer,
Gavin Tomlinson

13.

Trial of New Response Model at Ashbourne Fire Station - Deputy Chief Fire Officer,
Gavin Tomlinson

14.

Gender Pay Gap Reporting – Area Manager, Judi Beresford

15.

Electronic Committee Reports – Louise Taylor, Solicitor and Monitoring Officer

16.

Verbal Update of Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive

PART 2 – EXEMPT ITEMS
The Authority is asked to consider in respect of the following items whether the public should
be excluded from the meeting to avoid disclosure of information that is exempt for the reasons
set out in the minutes and reports at Items 17 – 23.
17.

To confirm the Exempt Minutes of the Fire & Rescue Authority Meeting held on 14
February 2019

Exempt Reports for Decision:
18.

Joint Strategic Police/Fire Finance Director Role - Chief Fire Officer, Terry McDermott

19.

Disposal of Fire and Rescue Service Headquarters Site at Littleover, Derby Solicitor/Monitoring Officer, Louise Taylor

20.

Outcomes of a Review on a Joint Property Department for Police and Fire – Gavin
Tomlinson, Deputy Chief Fire Officer & Simon Allsop, Director of Finance/Treasurer
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21.

Purchase of Personal Protective Equipment - Deputy Chief Fire Officer, Gavin
Tomlinson

Exempt Reports for Information:
22.

Acceptance of Tender for Building Cleaning Services - Deputy Chief Fire Officer, Gavin
Tomlinson

23.

Exception to Contract Procedure Rules – Simon Allsop, Director of Finance/Treasurer
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ITEM 4
MINUTES of the Meeting of the DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY held
at the Joint Training Centre, Butterley Hall, Ripley, commencing at 1030 hours on 14
February 2019
Present:
Councillors: K Buttery, R Skelton, L Chilton, J Patten, E Williams, J Perkins,
G Musson, S Bull, N Atkin, D Froggatt, M Rawson, S Marshall-Clarke,
B Ridgway, C Moesby, S Burfoot
Officers in Attendance:
L Taylor
S Allsop
T McDermott
L Slade

Solicitor/Monitoring Officer
Director of Finance/Treasurer
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive
Committee Clerk

107/18
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
107.1 No public questions were received.
108/18
APOLOGIES
108.1 Cllr P Smith.
109/18
TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
MEETING HELD ON 6 DECEMBER 2018
109.1 Members confirmed the minutes as a correct record to be signed by the Chair.
Recorded votes:

Unanimous
Cllr Bull proposed, Cllr Atkin seconded

110/18
REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING 2018/19 (TO NOVEMER 2018)
110.1

Members were presented with the Revenue Budget Monitoring as at 30
November 2019, to outline progress on the IRMP target savings and to
report on the forecast level of Reserves.

110.2

Members noted a managed underspend of £0.6m which reduces the
contribution required from reserves.

110.3

The Treasurer reported a one-off budget saving of £240,000 around the
Wholetime Duty System vacancy management. Assumptions take account
of the retirement profile and future plans for wholetime firefighter recruitment.
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110.4

In response to a Labour Member’s query regarding a £50,000 underspend
relating to Sprinklers, the Treasurer confirmed that this is due to a reduction
in partner spend and mainstreaming of sprinkler installation.

110.5

Members noted the closing balance on the Strategic Risk Reserve which
takes into account a funding shortfall of £0.81m in 2018/2019 and assumes
a transfer from the General Fund Reserves of £0.6m. The Treasurer
confirmed that the balance has reduced from 6% to 5% in line with Home
Office guidance.

110.6

In response to a Labour Member’s query relating to the forecasted
overspend on Control staff pay, the Deputy Chief Fire Officer confirmed that
this related to long term absences which have now been resolved. All long
term absences are monitored on a regular basis through an attendance
management group.

110.7

A Conservative Member asked for further details in relation to the forecast
overspend of £27,000 for repairs and maintenance of the fire house at the
joint training centre. In response, it was confirmed that modifications were
required to the windows to ensure they are able to deal with the varying
weather conditions on site.

Resolution:
110.8

Members noted the favourable Revenue Budget Monitoring and Forecast
Outturn position as at 30 November 2018, being a managed underspend of
£0.6m which reduces the contribution required from reserves (£0.8m) as set
out in Appendices 1 and 2 of the report.

110.9

Members noted the significant progress in relation to the targeted 2018/2019
savings to be delivered through the IRMP Programme as set out in Appendix
3 of the report.

110.10 Members noted the overall position on Reserves, including the budgeted
contribution from reserves of £0.8m and the projected 2018/2019 closing
balance as illustrated in Appendix 4 of the report.
Recorded votes:

Unanimous
Cllr Buttery proposed, Cllr Atkin seconded

111/18
CAPITAL MONITORING 2018/19, CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2019/20 – 2022/23
AND PRUDENTIAL CODE REPORT & TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
111.1 The purpose of the report was to note the capital monitoring position as at 30
November 2018, recommend the capital programme for 2019/20 and consider
the capital programme for 2020/21 to 2022/23. It also provided
recommendations required under the CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital
Finance and recommended the Treasury Management Strategy for 2019/20.
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111.2 The Treasurer informed Members that tenders have been received for the
replacement transport fleet management system and a report will be
presented to Members in the new financial year.
111.3 In response to a Labour Member’s query regarding an update on the sale of
the Littleover HQ site, the Treasurer confirmed that an update paper will be
presented to Members at the March Fire Authority meeting.
Resolution:
111.4 Members noted the capital monitoring position as at 30 November 2018 as
set out in appendix 1 of the report.
111.5 Members approved a scheme for the Joint Fire Control Room adaptations
totalling £90,000.
111.6 Members approved slippage of the East Midlands Tri Control Project and
£100,000 from the ICT Strategy budget.
111.7 Members approved the 2019/20 Capital programme of £5.22m as outlined in
Appendix 2.
111.8 Members approved the Prudential Indicators as set out in section 6 of the
report and the Treasury Management Strategy.
111.9 Members approved the Treasury Management Strategy for 2019/20 as
outlined in Appendix 3.
Recorded votes:

Unanimous
Cllr Buttery proposed, Cllr Williams seconded

112/18
REVENUE BUDGET 2019/20 AND THE MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN FOR
2019/20 – 2022/23
112.1 The Treasurer presented the above report outlining assumptions, including
pay and inflation increases, growth and savings, contained within the budget
estimates. The report updated Members on the following:









The Local Government Finance Settlement 2019/2020
The proposed Revenue Budget 2019/2020
Council tax and precepting options
Feedback on budget and Service consultations
Financial settlements for 2019/2020 and future years
The Four Year Financial Plan
IRMP Programme (Year 3 of 3)
The robustness of estimates and level of reserves
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112.2 The report was built on the medium term financial strategy presented to
Members on 6 December 2018 and was framed in accordance with the
agreed strategy from that meeting.
112.3 The Treasurer took Members through the main themes of the report and the
assumptions that had been made around the two options for an increase in
council tax of 1.98% or 2.98%, pointing out that a deficit would still occur
regardless of the precept chosen and a significant contribution of £0.8m is
required from reserves to balance the budget. The Treasurer highlighted the
uncertainty over funding in the future and the budget pressure created by the
additional employers pensions contribution required from the Service.
112.4 Labour Members commented on the proposals and taking into consideration
the rate of national pay increases and the burden that an increase would have
on the communities of Derbyshire, felt that government needed to take more
action.
112.5 A Conservative Member suggested that the consultation process needs to be
improved to increase the feedback provided by the public. The Chair
proposed that this is to be considered by the Governance & Performance
Working Group.
112.6 In response to a Labour Member’s query regarding what savings would be
required if an increase of 1.98% was to be agreed, the Treasurer confirmed
that an additional £200k savings would need to be made.
112.7 The Chief Fire Officer stated that financial pressures will also be felt due to an
increase in employer pension contributions which is currently unknown as
final rates for each scheme are still to be finalised.
112.8 A Conservative Member suggested that reserves should be utilised to
address the shortfalls in relation to the pension issue and savings through
collaboration projects need to be generated. It was also stated that whether
the precept increase is 1.98% or 2.98%, significant savings still need to be
made.
Resolution:
112.9 Members approved a net budget requirement of £37.9m for 2019/20 as
outlined in section 5 of the report and summarised in appendix 1.
112.10 Members noted the Local Government Settlement, Council Tax Base and
Collection Fund positions as outlined in section 6 of the report.
Recorded votes for:
8
(Cllrs K Buttery, L Chilton, J Patten, E Williams, J Perkins, G Musson, S Bull,
N Atkin)
Recorded votes against: 5
(Cllrs D Froggatt, M Rawson, S Marshall-Clarke, B Ridgway, C Moesby)
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Abstentions:
2
(Cllrs Skelton and Burfoot)

REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
113/18
VERBAL UPDATE FROM CHIEF FIRE OFFICER
113.1 The Chief Fire Officer updated Members on key meetings and events as well
as incidents of note that had taken place since the last meeting.
113.2 Members noted the figures relating to social media activity during On-Call
Awareness Week which included 66 expressions of interest in becoming an
On-Call firefighter.
113.3 Members agreed that they all had a role in promoting recruitment through
social media.
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ITEM 5
DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
GOVERNANCE AND PERFORMANCE WORKING GROUP
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD
25 FEBRUARY 2019
Present:

Cllr Evonne Williams (Chair)
Cllr Clive Moesby
Cllr Linda Chilton
Cllr Steve Marshall-Clarke
Cllr Sue Burfoot
DCFO Gavin Tomlinson
AM Judi Beresford
GM Clive Stanbrook
Jo Williams – T/Head of Corporate Financial Services
Simon Allsop – Director of Finance/Treasurer
Mandy Marples (Derby City Council/CMAP)
Hannah McDonald (Derby City Council/CMAP)
Hassan Rohimun (Ernst & Young)

Apologies:

None

Committee Clerk: Jessica Daft

1.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations of interest were given.

2.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 12 NOVEMBER 2018
The minutes of the meeting held on 12 November 2018 were received by
Members.

3.

HMICFRS INITIAL FINDINGS
Group Manager Stanbrook provided an update on the initial findings of the
HMICFRS and explained the next data submission was due on Thursday 8th
March. Group Manager Stanbrook confirmed the Service was in a strong
position regarding providing all requested documents.
Group Manager Stanbrook discussed the inspection methodology and asked
that Members note the scrutiny of HMI on the levels of availability across the
Service. A Conservative Member asked that once completed, all Members
would be able to access the self-evaluation. Group Manager Stanbrook
confirmed this document would be made available for all to view.
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4.

WEB SERVER SECURITY FINAL AUDIT REPORT
M Marples presented the Web Server Security Final Audit Report. Members
noted two moderate risks and M Marples confirmed good progress had been
made in all other areas and an overall assurance rating of reasonable had
been given.
Area Manager Beresford asked that Members note the Service is currently in
the process of creating a new website which will incorporate the
recommendations of the report.

5.

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT
M Marples provided an update on the Internal Audit Progress Report.
Seven recommendations require future action and five are currently being
implemented. Members noted the progress on audit assignments and
accepted the report.

6.

INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN 2019/20
M Marples discussed the Internal Audit Plan 2-19-20 and Audit Charter. The
plan has been reviewed by the Strategic Leadership Team and Members
noted the fee will increase due to changes in the plan and the level of scrutiny
required.
A Conservative Member asked if there was flexibility built into the plan to
account for any emerging risks. M Marples confirmed there was room for
flexibility within the plan and any major potential changes would be brought
back to the Group to be discussed.
Members accepted the Audit Plan.

7.

AUDIT PLANNING REPORT 2018/19
H Rohimun presented the Audit Planning Report. The plan summarises Ernst
& Young’s initial assessment of the key risks driving the development of an
effective audit for the Service and outlines Ernst & Young’s planned audit
strategy in response to those risks.
An external valuation expert undertakes a rolling programme of valuations
that ensures that all land and building assets required to be measured at fair
value are revalued at least every five years. H Rohimun confirmed a valuation
of 20% of land and buildings is done each year. S Allsop explained the
Service shares the valuation assumptions with the external auditors as early
as possible.
An error was noted at page 17 whereby the deficit was reported as £5.1m to
£6.0m, instead of £1.5m to £2.0m.
Members noted the report.
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8.

UPDATE ON QUARTER 3 AUDIT COMMITTEE BRIEFING ISSUES
S Allsop provided a response to the 8 key questions from the Quarter 3 Audit
Committee Briefing discussed at the November meeting, including potential
implications of Brexit. Members noted the responses.

9.

QUARTER 4 AUDIT COMMITTEE BRIEFING
H Rohimun discussed the Quarter 4 Audit Committee Briefing. Members
noted the briefing and the key issues raised within it and asked that a similar
response is prepared, as with the last quarters briefing.

10.

REVIEW OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
S Allsop presented the draft accounting policies for review by Members and
highlighted the changes from last year. Members accepted the
recommendation of the report.

11.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES REVIEW AND TARGETS 2019/20
C Wilton presented the proposed Key Performance Measures targets for the
period 2019/20 and provided a summary of changes to the current Key
Performance Measures.
C Wilton discussed the issues faced by the Service in that that not all Road
Traffic Collisions in the county are recorded if there isn’t an attendance of an
emergency service. The figures and therefore targets are distorted between
Police and Fire.
Members accepted the recommendations and approved the report for
submission to the Fire Authority meeting in March.

12.

ELECTRONIC COMMITTEE REPORTS
L Taylor discussed the proposal for a working group to be introduced to assist
Members in accessing committee reports electronically. Members approved
the recommendations to set up a working group and an evaluation to take
place in due course.

13.

PERFORMANCE AND CORPORATE RISK QUARTER 4 UPDATE
The Deputy Chief Fire Officer provided an update on Performance through the
Balanced Scorecard. Members noted the Performance and discussed in
further detail the information shown.
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ITEM 6
DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
STANDARDS COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD
6 DECEMBER 2018
Present:

Cllr Steve Bull (Chair)
Cllr Gary Musson
Cllr Ruth Skelton
Cllr Brian Ridgway
Cllr Paul Smith
Peter Wilkinson (Independent Person)
Louise Taylor – Solicitor and Monitoring Officer

Committee Clerk: Marie Lloyd-Jones

1. APOLOGIES
None.
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None.
3. STANDARDS UPDATE/TRAINING
L Taylor met other Derbyshire Monitoring Officers to discuss training and possible
changes to the Member’s Code of Conduct. The Code was formulated and
agreed by Derbyshire Monitoring Officers in 2013 so consideration will be given to
amending this.
There is interest in opening training sessions for Members of other authorities in
Derbyshire and for courses to be recognised by authorities so that duplication of
training (for Members having to attend similar courses because they hold
positions in different authorities) is minimised.
Scenario type training was given by L Taylor with case studies for Standards
Committee Members to discuss.
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ITEM 7
OPEN

DECISION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE/TREASURER
REVENUE BUDGET AND CAPITAL PROGRAMME MONITORING 2018/2019
(TO JANUARY 2019)
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 To present the Revenue Budget and Capital Programme Monitoring as at 31
January 2019, to outline progress on the IRMP target savings, and to report on
the forecast level of Reserves.
2.

Recommendations

2.1 That Members note the favourable Revenue Budget Monitoring and Forecast
Outturn position as at 31 January 2019, being a managed underspend of £0.9m.
This will offset the contribution of £0.8m from reserves required to balance the
2018/2019 budget, resulting in a balance in the region of £0.1m to transfer to the
Strategic Risk Reserve at year end. This is illustrated in Appendices 1, 2 and 5.
2.2 That Members approve slippage totalling £272,500 from the ICT Capital
programme (paragraph 3.40), as outlined in Appendix 3.
2.3 That Members note the significant progress in relation to the targeted 2018/2019
savings to be delivered through the IRMP Programme, as set out in Appendix 4.
2.4 That Members note the overall position on Reserves and the projected
2018/2019 Closing Balance as illustrated in Appendix 5.
2.5 That Members note the significant financial challenge presented by the currently
unfunded further increase in employers pension contribution (paragraph 4.2 and
4.3)
3

Information and Analysis

3.1 Appendix 1 summarises the Revenue Budget Monitoring as at 31January 2019,
being a projected managed underspend of £0.9m, and comprises:


Original Budget, (as approved by Members in February 2018);



Updated Budget (being the Original Budget updated for budget virements as
approved by Members), and;



Forecast Outturn and Variance.
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3.2 Members were advised of a £0.64m projected revenue budget underspend at
February Fire Authority. Additional underspends arise through the reversal of an
Operational Pay provision, established at closedown 2017/2018, and a recent
extra Section 31 Grant Determination. Paragraphs 3.20 and 3.39 refer.
Budget Virements Previously Applied
3.3 Following the introduction of the Business Rates Retention Scheme in April 2013,
the district, borough, and city councils were required to take account of both
Council Tax and Business Rates collected in determining the Collection Fund
surplus / deficit. At the time of setting the 2018/2019 budget these determinations
were outstanding, and the budget presented to Members assumed neither a
surplus nor a deficit.
3.4 The net position upon receipt of all NNDR1 returns was a Business Rates
Collection Fund deficit of £132,070 (£32,870 2017/2018), representing a
reduction in 2018/2019 funding. This increases the contribution required from the
Strategic Risk Reserve to balance the 2018/2019 budget.
3.5 As final Section 31 grants were confirmed and the position on Business Rates
Pilot income has been updated, the National Non Domestic Rates income budget
has been reduced by £313,660 to £14.098m. A contribution from the Strategic
Risk Reserve has been applied to mitigate against this shortfall in income.
Though the Derbyshire Business Rates Pilot arrangements income is lower than
anticipated in the 2018/2019 Original Budget workings, it is still around £737,000
higher than the Authority’s Settlement Funding Assessment, offsetting some of
the increased collection fund deficit. This has been applied in line with the original
proposals in the bid document.
3.6 A carry forward request for Fleet Modifications amounting to £11,000 was also
approved.
3.7 Members are reminded of the need to balance the 2018/2019 budget through
Reserves, with a contribution from the Strategic Risk Reserve of £357,150 being
applied when the Original Budget was set. The net effect of the above brings the
total contribution required to balance the 2018/2019 budget from the Strategic
Risk Reserve to £809,580. This is being managed through in year underspends
in 2018/2019.
3.8 A full Budget Report for the period 2019/2020 to 2022/2023 was approved
by Members in February 2019. Members are reminded of measures taken
to bridge the 2019/2020 funding shortfall. These include a contribution from
the Strategic Risk Reserve of £0.8m. Staffing budget reductions in the
region of £0.5m were also applied, which will affect the level of underspend
in future years. This should be considered alongside the removal of a
contribution to the Capital Programme. Members are also referred to the
Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/2020 to 2022/2023, which was
approved at the Fire Authority meeting in December 2018.
3.9 Underspends reported in Appendix 1 reflect the vacancies held until the new
wholetime firefighters were recruited, in line with the Medium Term Financial
Strategy 2019/2020 to 2022/2023. Had the Authority not taken decisive steps to
address funding reductions in a positive and timely manner, then the Service
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would be looking at an overspend in the region of £8.2m in the current financial
year, and its level of financial reserves would be much reduced.
‘Fit to Respond’ Programme 2015/2016 onwards and IRMP Programme Planned Budget Savings 2018/2019 Onwards
3.10 Through the IRMP Programme, the Service is targeting savings in the region of
£1.5m over the period 2018/2019 to 2021/2022. This takes account of savings of
£0.15m which were identified for 2018/2019 through the budgeting exercise, as
illustrated in Appendix 4, as endorsed through the IRMP 2017/18 to 2020/21.
Members are referred to the Medium Term Financial Plan 2019/2020 to 2022/
2023, and in particular that the projected deficit to 2023 is £2.4m. More detail of
2018/2019 savings, as reported previously, is outlined below:
3.11 Employee Budget savings of £35,000 are in relation to the support
establishment and consist of the full year effect of the Deputy Chief Executive
post (support staff savings of £200,000 were secured in 2017/2018 in the areas
of Principal Officers, Catering and Property).
3.12 Premises Related – savings of some £71,000 ongoing relate directly to the
Littleover site, and have been generated through the collaborative workings on
the Joint HQ. Savings are in the areas of Rates, Energy Costs, Water, and
Cleaning and Domestic Services.
3.13 Leasing Budget, External Interest and Minimum Revenue Provision budget
savings of £30,000 in 2018/2019 rise to £192,000 over the period of the MTFP.
This reduction in borrowing costs reflects decisions around the outright purchase
of Service vehicles in the Capital Programme.
3.14 Premises Rental – additional income in the region of £20,000 will be generated
through partnership workings, predominantly with EMAS at this stage.
3.15 The targeted ongoing budget savings, as shown across the IRMP Development
themes for 2018/2019, are detailed in Appendix 4.
One-off Budget Reductions
3.16 Other one-off savings were required to present Members with a balanced budget
in 2018/2019.
3.17 Assumptions around a Wholetime Duty System - Vacancy Management in
2018/2019 realise a one off budget saving of £240,000. This is a one-off savings
item and is considered to be prudent in light of wholetime firefighter salary budget
underspends at 2017/2018 outturn and in the current financial year. Assumptions
take account of the retirement profile and future plans for wholetime firefighter
recruitment. Members should note the approach to operational pay budgets in
the Medium Term Financial Plan, and in particular the potential impact of future
pay awards on the Authority’s medium term financial position.
3.18 Members should refer to the Medium Term Financial Plan for 2019/2020 to
2022/2023 for details of further staffing budget measures (budget reductions)
taken to balance the 2019/2020 budget.
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Revenue
3.19 Direct Employee Expenses – a managed underspend of £0.6m reflects the
level of vacancies experienced to date, and specifically the vacant firefighter
posts prior to recruitment. Year to date expenditure and forecast provides for a
2% pay award for Support staff for a full year. The Operational, Control and On
Call staffing budget forecast is based on a 2% pay award (effective July 2018) in
accordance with the latest communication (July 2018) from the National Joint
Council to the Fire Brigades Union. The Budget was based on a 2% award for all
staff.
3.20 In light of ongoing pay award negotiations, the Service established a provision of
£120,000 to meet the cost of a further 1% operational staff pay award, as part of
its 2017/2018 closure of accounts. This was reported to Members in June 2018.
This additional cost was not built into the employers pay offer during 2018/2019.
Accordingly this provision has been reversed and increases the staffing budget
underspend, as illustrated in Appendix 2.
3.21 Vacancies experienced to date are illustrated in the graph below (15 FTE
vacancies in total at January 2019), being wholetime operational staff currently
at 11 FTE and On Call staff 11 FTE (or 924 hrs per week) under establishment.
This is offset by some over establishment posts in Control and Support. The
budgeted number of posts for 2018/2019 differs to the current Establishment due
to decisions made by the Workforce Planning Group, permitted as per the
Scheme of Delegation, since the budget was set.

ACTUAL FTES VS ESTABLISHMENT FTES 2018/2019

3.22 Admin, Professional, Technical and Clerical – a forecast overspend of
£153,000 takes account of all known starters and leavers. A small Agency
Budget overspend of £24,000 is forecast and contained within this figure
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(£228,000 Agency Budget overspend 2017/2018) and there is a forecast
overspend of £45,000 for overtime. There are a number of unbudgeted posts for
which income will be recovered throughout the year e.g. from Derbyshire Police,
and through Grant Income (ESN).
3.23 Wholetime Operational Pay – a forecast underspend of £739,000 reflects
known leavers and expected retirements until March 2019, and the vacancies
prior to wholetime recruitment. The position also takes account of the reversal of
a £120,000 provision established at year end 2017/2018 (see para 3.20 above).
Members are reminded of a one-off Managed Vacancy of £240,000 approved as
part of the 2018/2019 budget setting process, and of the position regarding on
going pay award negotiations. Underspends of £0.8m on this budget heading
were reported to Members at outturn 2017/2018.
3.24 Control Staff Pay – forecast overspends are due to cover for maternity and long
term absences, with Control currently being 3 over establishment.
3.25 On Call Pay – a forecast underspend of £45,700 is due to the level of vacancies
which is reflected in all elements of On Call pay including Retaining Fees, Drills
and Training, and Disturbance Allowance. A group of trainee On Call firefighters
commenced their initial training during January, and costs of their initial training
has been included in the forecast. Whilst the number of on call firefighters
remains below the establishment, the cost of the Moorland Fire major incident
during summer 2018 has impacted on the size of the underspend. This additional
cost is partly offset by additional income recovered through the Bellwin Scheme
as referenced in paragraph 3.38. The On Call pay budget is partly demand led,
and impacted by the number of incidents which occur throughout the year.
3.26 Repairs, Alterations and Maintenance of Buildings – a forecast overspend of
£27,000 for repairs and maintenance of the Fire House at the Joint Training
Centre is being closely monitored, and if necessary will be funded from a transfer
from the BA Training House R&M Earmarked Reserve at outturn 2018/2019.
A corresponding variance shows against Contribution to / from Earmarked
Reserves in Appendix 1, as outlined below.
3.27 Energy Costs – a forecast underspend of £34,000 is estimated. This will depend
on the severity of the weather over the last months of the financial year.
3.28 Rents and Service Charges - costs of £330,000 relate to the DFRS share of
the premises running costs for the Joint Headquarters and Training Centre
covering items such as utility costs, cleaning, repairs and non-domestic
rates. These costs have previously been absorbed into LLP net costs resulting
in a lesser profit redistributed to both fire and police at year end. For transparency
the impact of these costs are now being shown in year which will result in an
increased profit being redistributed to both organisations.
3.29 Rates – a one off underspend of £40,000 is mainly due to the reduced rates paid
for the temporary Fire Station at Swadlincote. Further savings will be delivered
upon the sale of the old Headquarters where rates of £60,000 continue to be
paid.
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3.30 Grounds Maintenance Costs - an overspend of £25,000 relates to one off tree
works at Ascot Drive Fire Station as well as work undertaken at Matlock and
Glossop to prepare the houses for sale.
3.31 Direct Transport Costs – further to an internal Brexit planning meeting, SLT
instructed that all bunkered fuel tanks be filled. This is in preparation for a No
Deal Brexit which could result in potential disruption to supplies and services,
including fuel. The Transport Team facilitated this request with immediate effect
resulting in a potential Fuel Budget overspend of £30,000.
3.32 Direct Transport Costs - a variety of other underspends across a number of
headings is contributing towards a projected underspend of £7,000, with Tyres
currently being the most significant.
3.33 Equipment Furniture and Materials – overspends are due to expenditure
relating to the Joint PPE Review £135,000 and Station Furniture Replacement
£60,000, the majority of which will be funded through Earmarked Reserves at
Outturn 2018/2019. A corresponding variance shows against Contribution to /
from Earmarked Reserves in Appendix 1, as outlined below. This has the
potential to slip to 2019/2020, depending on the timing of delivery.
3.34 Equipment Furniture and Materials – Smoke Alarms – ardent partnership
work across the region has served to secure savings on the purchase price of
smoke alarms. Alongside this, Station Dashboards have evidenced a slight fall
in the number of Safe and Well visits undertaken in the earlier part of the financial
year, predominantly due to workload associated with our response to the Hackitt
Review and the Moorland Fire. A budget underspend of £40,000 is anticipated.
3.35 Communications and Computing – overall net additional costs of £79,830 are
forecast. This arises from £150,000 additional expenditure to purchase
replacement radios funded from a contribution from the Invest to Save Reserve.
This is offset by savings of £70,170 which have arisen due to a more robust
management process and alignment of revenue and capital spend through the
ICT Strategy. However these have been partially offset due to higher than
budgeted costs on the replacement/upgrade project for the BT Wide Area
Network. The project has been delayed due to infrastructure and project
management issues at BT, resulting in the expected monthly savings of £5,000
not materialising. As the delays have been caused by BT, compensation has
been requested.
3.36 Miscellaneous Expenses – a £50,000 underspend relating to Sprinklers which
is due to a reduction in partner spend and mainstreaming of sprinkler installation
in some cases. Additionally there is £40,000 expenditure for Partnership work
which will be funded by a contribution from the Protecting the Most Vulnerable
Earmarked Reserve. Furthermore a £44,000 overspend has arisen due to the
payment of Statutory compensation and rent reimbursement relating to Littleover
HQ Telecoms, this is significantly funded by a contribution of £37,000 from the
HQ Telecoms – Legal Costs Earmarked Reserve.
3.37 LLP Redistribution of Net Income - an additional £100,000 is anticipated to be
returned to DFRS as profit from the LLP. This is the first full year of operation for
the Joint Training Centre and as such it is difficult to estimate the actual running
costs of the facility, therefore a more favourable position could be delivered at
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year end. This partially offsets against the increased costs highlighted in Rents
and Service Charges.
3.38 Other Government Grants and Other Income – income recovery of £199,000
(now received) is in relation to the Moorland Fire, through GMFRS and the
Bellwin Scheme. The Bellwin Scheme is a discretionary scheme which provides
special financial assistance to councils, police, fire and national parks which
would otherwise be faced with an undue financial burden as a result of a largescale emergency. A further £9,000 additional Rental Income is to be received
following the completion of new lease agreements at Ashbourne and New Mills
with Derbyshire Police.
3.39 Other Government Grants and Other Income – a recent Section 31 Grant
Determination confirms additional monies due to the Service in 2018/2019
relating to a levy account surplus allocation of £135,610. This is as a result of
growth in Business Rates collected by authorities, and follows a reconciliation
undertaken by MHCLG.
Capital Programme Monitoring
3.40 The updated position on the Capital Programme is included at Appendix 3, and
provides for additional expenditure in the areas of Swadlincote Fire Station and
co-location projects in particular. A review of the profiling for the ICT Strategy has
identified slippage, totalling £272,500, required for the delivery of the following
schemes:





ICT Strategy £70,000
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Configuration £62,500
Corporate Wi-Fi scheme £50,000
Wide Area network Upgrades £90,000

Reserves
3.41 The Opening Reserves Balance of £12.1m reflects the favourable 2017/2018
outturn position, and that of previous years. A summary of Reserves is illustrated
in Appendix 5. A Closing Balance in the region of £8.5m is anticipated at this
stage and reserves remain below the national average for Fire and Rescue
Services. The Closing Balance will be affected by the financial performance and
outturn of the organisation, the outcome of decisions taken by Members
throughout the year, national and local progress on the ESN project, and
continued discussion with Systel on phase 2 of the mobilising system.
3.42 The requirement for financial Reserves is acknowledged in statute. Sections
31A, 32, 42A and 43 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 require
authorities in England and Wales to have regard to the level of Reserves needed
to meet estimated future expenditure when calculating the budget requirement.
An updated Strategy, the Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/2020 to
2022/2023, was presented to Members for approval in December 2018.
3.43 General Fund Reserve – the level of Reserve has been reduced to £1.9m (a
reduction of £0.6m, transferred to Strategic Risk Reserve). This is in accordance
with the advice of the Director of Finance / Treasurer, is in keeping with Home
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Office expectations under the framework, and also reflects our reducing DFRS
budget following the continued reduction in funding.
3.44 The Capital Development Reserve has been adjusted to incorporate the
balance of the A50 Accident Insurance Income Reserve £159,226, and the
balance of the Vehicle Replacement Fund Reserve £2.373m. This will enable
the Authority to avoid borrowing in the 2018/2019 financial year. It is anticipated
that a contribution of around £3.686m will be required from the Reserve to
support the 2018/2019 Capital Programme. This is kept under close review as a
number of the capital projects are complex which could affect the timeliness of
delivery. The Closing Balance on this Reserve will be determined by the level of
expenditure incurred throughout the financial year on Swadlincote Fire Station,
and other Property, Transport, and ICT strategies. It is anticipated that a Closing
Balance in the region of £1.379m will carry to 2019/2020.
3.45 In the absence of any future Capital Grant funding, all capital related expenditure
continues to fall to the Capital Development Reserve. The Reserve is essential
in supporting the Capital Programme, the Authority’s commitment to longer term
planning, and the future development of the Service. For every £1m of capital
expenditure which has not had to be borrowed, the Service saves around
£32,000 in interest, and £32,000 in principal repayments, broadly equivalent to
two wholetime fire fighters salaries.
3.46 Joint PPE Review Reserve – a transfer of £750,000 provides for ongoing
collaboration arrangements involving Nottinghamshire Fire and Rescue Service
and DFRS regarding the proposed purchase of structural Personal Protective
Equipment. A separate report is included on this agenda for Fire Authority
consideration and approval.
3.47 Workforce Contingency Reserve – it is proposed that the Reserve will be
required to support set up costs in relation to the Derbyshire FRS and
Nottinghamshire FRS Joint Control Room. The business case and proposed
implementation plan was approved by each Fire and Rescue Authority at their
respective meetings in December 2018. This contingency will be updated as the
position becomes clearer butbased on latest projections, should be appropriate..
3.48 It is anticipated that the balance of the HQ Telecoms – Legal Costs Reserve
£37,185, Estimated Mileage Costs – Joint Headquarters Reserve £19,256,
the Fire Station Furniture Replacement Reserve £30,000, and the £135,000
Joint PPE Review Reserve opening balance will be fully utilised during the
current financial year. It is also currently forecast that £40,000 will be taken from
the Protecting the most Vulnerable Reserve, £150,000 from the Invest to
Save Reserve and a £27,000 contribution will be taken from the BA Training
House R&M Reserve.
3.49 The Closing Balance on the Strategic Risk Reserve takes account of a funding
shortfall (budget shortfall) of £0.81m in 2018/2019 and assumes a transfer from
the General Fund Reserves of £0.6m. Furthermore, the Revenue Budget
underspend of £0.9m has also been transferred to this reserve.
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Strategic Risk Reserve

Opening Balance
Funding Shortfall (Para. 3.7)
Transfer from General Reserve (Para. 3.41)
Forecast Revenue Budget Underspend
Forecast Closing Balance

£’m
0.480
(0.810)
0.600
0.878
1.148

3.50 The Reserves position is subject to regular robust review. CIPFA guidance sets
out the legal requirement that a revenue budget deficit is not permissible when it
cannot be covered by revenue reserves, this applies to any future financial year
and not the just the current year. The Reserve Strategy forms part of the
Authority’s Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/2020 to 2022/2023 which was
last presented to Members for approval in December 2018 and is published on
the Authority’s website. A comprehensive review of the Authority’s current and
future reserves has been undertaken in arriving at a Medium Term Financial Plan
2019/2020 to 2022/2023.

4.

Future Outlook
Pensions

4.1 At the February Fire Authority meeting Members were informed of an additional
budget pressure arising through changes to the discount rate used as part of the
firefighter’s pensions valuation. This was estimated to be in the region of £0.5m
(ongoing). In late February the Government Actuary’s Department published the
final specific Scheme Specific Employer Contribution Rates. Early estimates
suggest that this represents an additional further burden on DFRS in the region
of £0.4m in 2019/2020 onwards.
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4.2 The National Fire Chief’s Council is currently lobbying that the Home Office
increase the 2019/2020 grant to reflect this additional burden, and to avoid the
need for significant further budget cuts in 2019/2020 onwards. There is still
significant uncertainty over whether this additional cost will be better addressed
in future years through the Spending Review. Members should be clear that any
additional burden (above the £0.5m original estimate) has not been factored in
to the Medium Term Financial Plan 2019/2020 to 2022/2023, due to the timing
of the announced rates and ongoing uncertainty around funding.
4.3 The Court of Appeal has recently handed down a judgement in the Firefighters
Pension transitional appeals case. This is not yet binding and the Government
can still make an appeal against this to the Supreme Court. The financial impact
of the judgement is not yet known, and whilst there is a budgetary risk that
firefighters pensions costs may increase as a result of this, it is too early to make
any firm assumptions.
Economy

Outlook for the 2019 Spending Review


The 2019 Spending Review will allocate funding to departments for the
2020/2021 financial year, and possibly beyond. A multi-year review would aid
planning but, given the degree of financial uncertainty, the Chancellor may
opt for a shorter review period.



The Chancellor’s decision will follow almost a decade of spending cuts, with
some areas of spending having been squeezed much harder than others.



Borrowing is now back to pre-crisis levels. Debt however is higher than it was
a decade ago, and is set to fall only slowly over the next few years.
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The Government has already committed an extra £20.5 billion to the NHS by
2023/2024.



Over the four years from 2019/2020 to 2023/2024, the Chancellor would need
to find an extra £2.2 billion to avoid real cuts to unprotected spending overall.



A disorderly Brexit would lead to lower economic growth in the short and long
run, but may not mean that less money is available at this Spending Review.

Source: Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) February 2019

This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 11.3.19
Contact Officer: Simon Allsop

Contact No: 01773 305410

Background Papers:
Revenue Budget Monitoring 2018/2019 (to November 2018)
Capital Monitoring 2018/2019, Capital Programme 2019/2020 to 2022/2023 and
Prudential Code Report and Treasury Management Strategy
Revenue Budget 2019/2020 and the Medium Term Financial Plan 2019/2020 to
2022/2023
Revenue Budget Monitoring 2018/2019 (to September 2018)
Capital Monitoring and Prudential Update 2018/2019
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Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority
Revenue Budget Monitoring to January 2019

EMPLOYEES

PREMISES RELATED

TRANSPORT RELATED

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS
CAPITAL FINANCING COSTS
OTHER

INCOME

APPENDIX 1

Original Budget
2018/2019
£

Updated Budget
2018/2019
£

Actual
Apr -Jan 2019
£

Forecast
£

Variance
£

DIRECT EMPLOYEE EXPENSES
INDIRECT EMPLOYEE EXPENSES
PENSION
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS
ENERGY COSTS
RENTS
RATES
WATER
CLEANING AND DOMESTIC SUPPLIES
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE COSTS
PREMISES INSURANCE
REFUSE COLLECTION
DIRECT TRANSPORT COST
CONTRACT HIRE AND OPERATING LEASES
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
CAR ALLOWANCES
TRANSPORT INSURANCE
EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE AND MATERIALS
CATERING
CLOTHES, UNIFORMS AND LAUNDRY
PRINTING, STATIONERY AND GENERAL OFFICE EXPENSES
SERVICES (Includes Occ Health, Insurance, External Auditor Fees)
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING
EXPENSES
GRANTS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
OTHER LOCAL AUTHORITIES
INTEREST PAYMENTS
MINIMUM REVENUE PROVISION
WRITE DOWN OF DEFERRED CHARGES
REVENUE CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAPITAL
LLP REDISTRIBUTION OF NET INCOME
CONTRIBUTION TO / FROM EARMARKED RESERVE

27,687,445
477,280
786,000
761,100
369,000
531,000
1,046,000
83,000
97,000
28,000
33,600
13,000
1,003,000
132,000
18,000
53,000
161,770
732,600
24,000
269,300
79,400
658,170
1,591,970
32,600
58,300
152,900
47,950
432,000
841,000
0
0
(200,000)
357,150

27,687,445
477,280
786,000
711,100
369,000
531,000
1,046,000
83,000
97,000
28,000
33,600
13,000
1,014,000
132,000
18,000
53,000
161,770
732,600
24,000
269,300
79,400
658,170
1,591,970
32,600
58,300
152,900
47,950
432,000
841,000
0
50,000
(200,000)
(99,580)

22,322,846
387,371
4,586
559,684
236,758
527,285
1,025,073
83,609
58,191
40,240
26,763
11,071
827,871
219,566
23,354
42,745
162,582
495,491
14,014
235,898
41,152
539,213
1,383,264
30,872
47,739
184,172
13,808
323,053
119,710
0
0
(77,300)
131,080

27,122,000
477,280
786,000
738,100
335,000
861,000
1,006,000
83,000
97,000
53,000
33,600
13,000
1,007,000
132,000
18,000
53,000
161,770
887,600
24,000
269,300
79,400
658,170
1,671,800
32,600
58,300
186,900
47,950
432,000
841,000
0
50,000
(300,000)
(538,020)

(565,445)
0
0
27,000
(34,000)
330,000
(40,000)
0
0
25,000
0
0
(7,000)
0
0
0
0
155,000
0
0
0
0
79,830
0
0
34,000
0
0
0
0
0
(100,000)
(438,440)

SUBTOTAL EXPENDITURE

38,357,535

37,911,805

30,041,758

37,377,750

(534,055)

PRECEPT INCOME AND SURPLUS ON COLLECTION FUND
REVENUE SUPPORT GRANT
NATIONAL NON DOMESTIC RATES
OTHER GOVERNMENT GRANTS AND OTHER INCOME

(23,514,790)
0
(14,412,035)
(430,710)

(23,382,720)
0
(14,098,375)
(430,710)

(18,734,356)
0
(11,777,853)
(1,762,934)

(23,382,720)
0
(14,098,375)
(774,320)

0
0
0
(343,610)

SUBTOTAL INCOME

(38,357,535)

(37,911,805)

(32,275,143)

(38,255,415)

(343,610)

0

0

(2,233,385)

(877,665)

(877,665)

OVERALL TOTAL

Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority
Revenue Budget Monitoring to January 2019

DIRECT EMPLOYEE EXPENSES
ADMIN, PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND CLERICAL
OPERATIONAL PAY
CONTROL STAFF PAY
RETAINED FIREFIGHTER PAY
INDIRECT EMPLOYEE EXPENSES
TRAINING
ALLOWANCES
PENSION
OTHER

APPENDIX 2

Updated Budget
2018/2019
£

Actual
Apr -Jan 2019
£

Forecast
£

Variance
£

6,524,745
16,739,000
1,021,000
3,402,700

5,385,127
13,395,415
905,325
2,636,979

6,678,000
16,000,000
1,087,000
3,357,000

153,255
(739,000)
66,000
(45,700)

372,630
30,300
786,000
74,350
28,950,725

316,279
28,100
4,586
42,992
22,714,802

372,630
30,300
786,000
74,350
28,950,725

0
0
0
0
(565,445)

Appendix 3

Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service
Capital Programme Budget Monitoring
For the Financial Year 2018/19
To 31 January 2019
2018/19 Expenditure

2018/19 Budget
Amendments for Revised Budget
Total Scheme Latest Approved Approval March approved March
Budget
Budget
FRA
2019
£
£
£
ICT
ICT Strategy
Desktop PC Replacement Programme
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Configuration
EIS Replacement
Emergency Services Network (ESN)

500,000
163,439
62,500
180,000
1,384,100

70,000
163,439
62,500
0
302,000

30,000
30,000
12,000
50,000

Upgrade Agresso
ICT infrastructure:Telephony
Networking
Corporate Wi-Fi
WAN Upgrades

Partnership
Expenditure
Year To Date
£

Total
Expenditure
Year To Date
£

0
163,439
0
0
302,000

0
162,231
0
0
39,051

0
162,231
0
0
39,051

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

100,000

19,915

19,915

0

0

250,000
200,000
90,000
152,685

0
0
83,070
152,685

0
0
33,070
62,685

0
1,592
5,211
0

0
1,592
5,211
0

5,400,000

0

0

0

0

750,000
144,000
30,000
150,000
36,000
120,000
150,000
32,000

0
144,000
30,000
150,000
36,000
120,000
0
32,000

0
144,000
30,000
150,000
36,000
120,000
0
32,000

0
44,629
0
110,165
0
0
0
32,000

0
44,629
0
110,165
0
0
0
32,000

Property
Joint Fire Control Room with Nottinghamshire
Swadlincote Fire Station
Decommissioning Works - Old HQ

90,000
3,166,727
120,000

90,000
2,731,664
0

90,000
2,731,664
0

2,070,160
0

2,070,160
0

Training Centre Project
New Headquarters

7,205,000
6,030,000

138,407
0

138,407
0

0
0

88,000
135,000
500,000
100,000
150,000

87,766
40,000
200,000
0
0

87,766
40,000
200,000
0
0

69,973
7,829
23,014
0
0

4,380,946

2,565,854

Document Management
Business Intelligence Tool
SharePoint Upgrade
SharePoint Move to Cloud

East Midlands Tri Control Project
Vehicles
Fire Appliances - ALP
Light Van Replacements
Replacement Minibus
Replacement 4x4 Vehicles
Replacement of Cars With Light Vans
Replacement Vans
Replacement NETRAS vehicle
Tele-handler Vehicle - Training Centre

Derbyshire Constabulary Co-location Programme
Ashbourne Fire Station Co-location Scheme
Bakewell Fire Station Co-location Scheme
Shirebrook Fire Station Co-location Scheme
Melbourne Fire Station Co-location Scheme
Long Eaton Fire Station Co-location Scheme

4,653,446

(70,000)

DFRS
Expenditure
Year To Date
£

(62,500)

(50,000)
(90,000)

(272,500)

4,668

4,668
0

69,973
7,829
23,014
0
0
4,668

2,570,522

2018/19 Funding
Amendments for
Latest Approved Approval March Revised 2018/19
Funding
FRA
Budget
Capital Funding 2018/19
Reserves
Revenue
Capital Grant Unapplied Reserve
Capital Contribution
Capital Receipts
Total Funding

3,958,832
0
302,002
352,766
39,846
4,653,446

(272,500)

(272,500)

3,686,332
0
302,002
352,766
39,846
4,380,946

DFRS Funding
Year To Date

Partnership
Funding Year
To Date

2,446,549

4,668

31,274
48,185
39,846
2,565,854

4,668

Total Funding
Year To Date
2,451,217
0
31,274
48,185
39,846
2,570,522

APPENDIX 4

IRMP THEMES

SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

Collaboration and Shared Services:

DESCRIPTION

The Service will explore the
opportunities to further develop
joint community safety and
response working

Service Improvement and Layers of
Assurance:

To improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of service delivery
through developing our people,
processes and systems

Made up of:
Level 1: Day to day continuous
improvement

SAVINGS TARGET
2018/2019

IRMP TARGET
SAVINGS
2020/2023

£

£

£

£

94,000

71,000

20,000

2,382,350
Support services - Effective
procurement, people and
budget management

Support services including
Level 2: Review of processes and systems Treasury Management
Support services - ICT
Review Staffing Levels, Duty Systems and
Ways of Working:

SAVINGS
ACHIEVED IN
2017/2018

Joint Police and Fire
Headquarters, Training Centre
and Tri-Control Project

Community Safety and Partnership
Workings:

‘Just in time’ not just in case

SAVINGS
ACHIEVED IN
2016/2017

This will focus on matching the
Service's limited and reducing
resources to the level of
community and firefighter risk

133,000

518,000

218,000

30,000

950,000

104,000

35,000

1,601,000

416,000

156,000

Target Savings will be subject to further analysis as business cases and reviews are developed.
Collaboration and Shared Services - subject to business case and further analysis of joint opportunities. and the budget will be reduced accordingly.

2,382,350

APPENDIX 5

Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority
Forecast Outturn

'A'
Opening
Balance

Reserves

'B'

'C'

'D'

= A+B+C+D

Original Budget
Appropriations

Transfer of
Reserve

Additional
Movement in
Year

Closing
Balance

01/04/2018

31/03/2019
EARMARKED RESERVES

2,533,193 Capital Development Reserve

2,532,046

(3,686,332)

1,378,907

220,000 Workforce Contingency Reserve

220,000

180,000 Ill Health Pensions - Refund of Taxation

180,000

157,270 BA Training House R&M Fund

(27,000)

14,370 System Development Reserve
1,662,820 Vehicle Replacement Fund (Replacement Fleet Programme)

14,370
710,000

(2,372,820)

37,185 HQ Telecoms - Legal Costs
187,853 Protecting the Most Vulnerable
19,256 Estimated Mileage Costs - Joint Headquarters
159,226 Insurance Reserve - Accident A50

0
(37,185)

0

(40,000)

147,853

(19,256)

0

(159,226)

30,000 Fire Station Furniture Replacement
135,000 Joint PPE Review

750,000

0
(30,000)

0

(135,000)

750,000

0

0

(3,974,773)

2,821,400

0 Moorland Fire - Equipment Replacement
5,336,173 SUBTOTAL - EARMARKED RESERVES

710,000

2,500,000 General Reserves
480,140 Strategic Risk Reserve

750,000
(600,000)

(352,850)

600,000

452,120 Invest To Save Reserve

1,900,000
421,270
(150,000)

2,039,560 TriControl / ESN

(750,000)

1,316,389 Capital Grant Unapplied
12,124,382 TOTAL RESERVES

130,270

357,150

0

1,148,560
302,120
1,289,560

(302,002)

1,014,387

(4,005,505)

8,476,027

Footnote:
Members will be aware that a transfer from Reserves of £0.8m was required to balance the 2018/2019 budget.

ITEM 8
OPEN

DECISION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF MONITORING OFFICER
RECRUITMENT PROCESS FOR CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 To seek approval for the selection process to be applied for the recruitment of a
new Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive.
2.

Recommendations

2.1 That Members approve the proposed selection process for the recruitment of a
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive prior to a national advertisement.
2.2 That the Brigade Managers Appointments Panel be granted delegated powers
to decide on amendments to the selection process, pay and the appointment of
a Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive in consultation with the Chief Fire
Officer/Chief Executive, the Monitoring Officer and the Treasurer.
3.

Information and Analysis

3.1 Our current Chief Fire Officer and Chief Executive (CFO/CE) is retiring in
Autumn 2019 and a successor is to be appointed to be the head of Derbyshire
Fire and Rescue Service and act as the Chief Fire Officer and Chief Executive
to Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority (the Fire Authority).
3.2 In accordance with good practice, an independent and suitably qualified
specialist advisor has advised on the terms of the advertisement, Job
Description and Person Specification. In order to provide an independent
opinion, it is proposed that their services will also be engaged to advise and
assist throughout the selection process.
3.3 The specialist advisor will also carry out an assessment of applications and
facilitate an online questionnaire, first stage interviews, job related tests and
psychometric testing. The results of these will provide the CFO/CE and
Members with an independent assessment of candidates prior to final
interviews.
3.4 In accordance with the Pay Policy Statement, Brigade Managers are selected
in line with internal policies and procedures, with the full participation of
Members of the Authority and selection is based upon merit. Under the
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requirements of the Localism Act 2011, new posts at Brigade Manager level will
continue to be subject to approval by the Authority prior to advertisement.
4.

Anticipated Timetable

4.1 The proposed timetable for the process is:

5.

Date

Action

By 18 April

Closing date for applications to be submitted

By 24 May

Shortlisting

10 June

Interviews

Legal Considerations

5.1 The Brigade Managers Appointments Panel must have regard to the
requirements of the Fire Services (Appointment and Promotion) (England and
Wales) Regulations 2004. The Fire Service Circular 9/2004 advises that these
Regulations came into force with effect from 25 March 2004. The 2004
Regulations address a range of matters relating to appointments and
promotions.
5.2 The Fire and Rescue National Framework for England 2018 provides that all
principal fire officer (Brigade Manager) posts must be open to competition
nationally to ensure greater fairness and the exchange of talent and ideas.
6.

Financial Considerations

6.1 The Fire Authority normally engages the services of external specialists to carry
out salary reviews for their Brigade Manager positions. A specialist will be
appointed to compare salaries amongst other Brigades as well as the wider
public sector and will draw conclusions from their findings to assist the Panel in
determining any pay bands that may be applied to the CFO/CE post.
7.

Inclusion and Equality Considerations

7.1 The appointment to post will be undertaken in accordance with Service policy in
relation to Inclusion and Equality.
8.

Further Considerations
a)

Health and Safety
Appropriate interim arrangements will need to be in place to allow for a
period of handover and to assist in operational assurance and safe
working practices in terms of the Principal Officer operational rota.
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b)

Human Resources
The CFO/CE post has a pay review pending. The CFO/CE is entitled to
terms and conditions of employment in accordance with National Scheme
of Conditions of Service for Brigade Managers (the Gold Book) and the
local employment policies and procedures for DFRS employees.

This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer:

Contact No:

Louise Taylor – Solicitor/Monitoring Officer

01773 305430

Background Papers:
Fire Services (Appointment and Promotion) (England and Wales) Regulations 2004
Fire and Rescue National Framework for England 2018
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ITEM 9
OPEN

DECISION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
JOINT REPORT OF MONITORING OFFICER AND TREASURER
PAY POLICY STATEMENT 2019
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 To present and seek Member approval to the Pay Policy Statement for 2019 for
the financial year 2019/20.
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Members approve the Pay Policy Statement for 2019 as at Appendix 1.
3.

Information and Analysis

3.1 The Pay Policy Statement has been reviewed in light of clarification in respect
of:




4.

The new National Living Wage from April 2019
Pension regulations
Gender Pay Gap reporting regulations
Brigade Managers’ Pay Review

Legal Considerations

4.1 This report is prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in the
Localism Act 2011 and accompanying guidance.
4.2 Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority (the Authority) is required by section
38(1) of the Localism Act 2011 to prepare pay policy statements. These
statements must explain the Authority’s own policies towards a range of issues
relating to the pay of its workforce, particularly its senior staff (or ‘chief officers’)
and its lowest paid employees. Section 38(4) requires authorities to set out in
their pay policy statements their approach to the publication of and access to
information relating to the remuneration of chief officers.
4.3 Pay policy statements must be prepared for each financial year. They must be
approved by the Authority by the end of March each year and published.
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5.

Financial Considerations

5.1 The People Strategy links pay and reward to improved performance to provide
the best service with the resources available.
5.2 The People Strategy is supported by an annual workforce action plan which
seeks to support further improvements in our Service performance through
developing our people: equipping them with the necessary skills, abilities and
behaviours to deliver in current and future environments. The Strategy seeks to
support people in identifying and implementing new ideas and better ways of
working, in how we do our jobs, and to work more collaboratively with each
other and our partners.
6.

Inclusion and Equality Considerations

6.1 There should be fair and equitable consideration of pay and remuneration in
accordance with agreements with National Joint Council (NJC) the negotiating
body for workers in local government.
6.2 Brigade Managers covered by the ‘Gold book’ Constitution and scheme of
conditions of service, are entitled to no less favourable terms than employees
covered by the ‘Grey book’ Constitution and scheme of conditions of service.
Appendices:
Appendix 1: Draft Pay Policy Statement 2019 for the financial year 2019/2020
This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer:

Contact No:

Louise Taylor, Monitoring Officer
Simon Allsop, Treasurer

Telephone: 01773 305430
Telephone: 01773 305410

Background Papers:
Pay Policy Statement 2018
People Strategy
Guidance: Gender pay gap reporting: overview (February 2017)
Department for Communities and Local Government - Openness and accountability
in local pay: Guidance under section 40 of the Localism Act (February 2012)
Openness and accountability in local pay: Guidance under section 40 of the
Localism Act 2011 - Supplementary Guidance (February 2013)
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APPENDIX 1

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY

PAY POLICY STATEMENT 2019
MARCH 2019
VERSION 1.5

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Under the Localism Act 2011 Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority (the Authority) is
required to prepare a Pay Policy Statement to explain the key policy principles that
underpin its policies towards a range of issues relating to the pay of its workforce,
particularly its senior staff (referred to as ‘Principal Officers’ or ’Brigade Managers’) and
its lowest paid employees. A Pay Policy Statement must be prepared for each financial
year and must be approved by the Authority. This Pay Policy statement covers the
financial year 2019/20.

2

OBJECTIVES

2.1 Responsibility and scale
Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority is directly responsible for a budget of £37.9 million
and for the employment of 759 full time equivalent (FTE) staff as at February 2019.
2.2 Policy objectives
The Authority publishes the pay details of all senior officers with pro rata salary of more
than £50,000 in its annual Statement of Accounts. This Pay Policy Statement brings the
information on remuneration into a single document for public information and to meet
the obligations of the Localism Act 2011. Links to other more detailed documents are
provided. Rather than be limited to legal requirements this document seeks to bring
additional clarity to local people on what the senior officers do and the level of reward
for their work - see Senior Salary Information.
Pay bands are established on nationally applied role maps for operational employees
and grading bands established through a job evaluation process for support employees.
In applying its Pay Policy, the Authority ensures it abides by its policy on equality and
inclusion.
2.3

Pay negotiating bodies
The Authority applies the pay scales adopted by the respective National Joint Council
(NJC) negotiating bodies for all its employees up to Brigade Manager level. The
1

Authority pays above the new national living wage applied to all employees from the 1
April 2016. Local pay arrangements are in place for Brigade Managers and are
considered in Section 4.
The Authority applies the annual pay settlements negotiated by:


The National Joint Council for Local Government Services



The National Joint Council for Local Authority Fire and Rescue Services



The National Joint Council for Brigade Managers of Local Authority Fire and
Rescue Services

The Service undertakes negotiation with its recognised representative bodies on local
agreements which affect the terms and conditions of its employees and which may
include agreement of local allowances. The representative bodies recognised for
negotiating purposes are:

2.4



The Fire Brigades Union



UNISON

Service aims and objectives
A National Agreement recognises the essential role of Brigade Managers in developing
the Fire and Rescue Service for the future and for delivery of statutory duties and aims
and objectives of fire authorities. The NJC believes that this is best achieved in
partnership with fire authorities and their Brigade Managers through the provision of an
environment that encourages the maximisation of its potential and the contributions of
staff. The core values of the National Agreement are embedded in the ambitions of the
Authority to make Derbyshire a safer place to live, work and visit.

2.5

Service Delivery Considerations
The National Agreement recognises that the local leadership of Derbyshire Fire and
Rescue Service (the Service) is fundamental to the delivery of the modernisation
agenda. The Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive (CFO/CE) is charged with the statutory
duty of Prevention, Protection and Response for the County and City to save and
prevent loss of life and damage to the environment. The National Agreement also
recognises the need for fire authorities to recruit and retain effective Brigade Managers.

2.6

Pay strategy and design
In determining the pay and remuneration of its employees, the Authority will comply with
all relevant employment legislation. This includes the Equality Act 2010, Part Time
Employment (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations 2000, The Agency
Workers Regulations 2010 and, where relevant, the Transfer of Undertakings
(Protection of Earnings) Regulations. The Authority takes the following approach to
assessing individual and overall pay levels:


Salaries of ‘Green Book’ (non-operational) employees in the Service are set using
locally determined pay scales and a nationally agreed Job Evaluation Scheme.
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2.7



Salaries of ‘Grey Book’ (operational) employees in the Service are set using
nationally agreed pay levels.



Salaries of ‘Gold Book’ employees (Brigade Managers) in the Service are set under
national terms and local terms and consideration is given on an annual basis to
potential salary uplifts.



Where applicable, annual national awards are normally made in April for Green
Book employees, May for Gold Book employees and July for Grey Book
employees.



The Authority does not use performance related pay for its Brigade Managers.



The Authority does not award bonuses to its Brigade Managers.

Gender Pay Gap reporting
The Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017 required that
from April 2017, organisations with more than 250 employees must collect data for the
year and publish its gender pay gap information by 30 March each year. In addition, the
Service must provide a written statement on the website which confirms the accuracy
of these calculations and report the data to government online. Gender pay reporting
requires 6 calculations to be carried out. These are detailed below:
Mean Gender Pay Gap

Median Gender Pay Gap

Mean Bonus Gender Pay Gap

Median Bonus Gender Pay
Gap
Proportion of Males and
Females receiving a bonus
payment
Proportion of males and
females in each quartile band

Calculating the mean gender pay involves adding
up all of the hourly pay rates and dividing this by
the number of employees.
Calculating the median gender pay involves listing
all the hourly pay rates in numerical order with the
median being the middle number of the list.
Calculating the mean bonus gender pay involves
adding up all of the bonuses and dividing this by
the number of employees.
Calculating the median bonus gender pay involves
listing all the bonuses in numerical order with the
median being the middle number of the list.
Calculating the proportion receiving a bonus
involves dividing the number of relevant employees
who received a bonus by the number of relevant
who could have received a bonus.
To calculate a quartile range order the hourly pay
rates in numerical order and split the list into 4
equal sections. Then calculate how many males
and females fall into each section.

Data held on 31 March 2018 will be used in accordance with the Government guidelines
and full details can be found at: Gender Pay Gap Information.
2.8

Apprenticeships
In September 2012, the Authority approved the introduction of support staff apprentices
into the Service utilising an Apprenticeship Training Agency. Apprenticeships are
3

introduced on a case by case basis and the Authority pays above the national living
wage.
3

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

3.1

BRIGADE MANAGERS
The Service employs two tiers of senior management, the most senior being Brigade
Managers of which there are two. As well as performing organisational management
functions, these officers provide the most senior operational command for the Service.

3.2

Substantive management arrangements
The substantive management arrangements divide responsibilities between the
following Brigade Managers:

3.3



Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive (Operational)



Deputy Chief Fire Officer (Operational)

Brigade Managers’ Pay
In accordance with the requirements of the Localism Act 2011, the following officers
known as Brigade Managers are covered within this Pay Policy Statement:


Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive (Operational)



Deputy Chief Fire Officer (Operational)

The job descriptions for each of the above roles are available on the Service website –
see Brigade Manager Responsibilities
3.4

All Brigade Managers are employed on the terms defined by the National Joint Council
(NJC) for Brigade Managers of Local Authority Fire and Rescue Service (known as the
Gold Book). Under these national terms consideration is given on an annual basis to
potential salary uplifts. Discussions take place at national level between the national
employers and employees representatives to recommend a minimum increase. This
recommendation can then be added to at a local level.

3.5

AREA MANAGERS
The second management tier includes five Area Managers who undertake the functional
management of the Service. This tier includes a mixture of roles and associated terms
and conditions and remuneration with staff being conditioned to one of two types of
terms and conditions of service. These are the NJC for Local Government Services
(known as the Green Book) and the NJC for Local Authority Fire and Rescue Services
(known as the Grey Book). Area Manager pay is set at a fixed pay point with an
additional amount paid for flexibility and Gold Command duties where appropriate. Any
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pay uplifts are negotiated at national level and fall in line with Grey Book increases see Senior Salary Information
3.6

Statutory management functions
The Authority employs two Officers to fulfill statutory officer functions in-house. The
roles concerned are the Director of Finance/Treasurer and the Solicitor/Monitoring
Officer and the individuals to fulfill these roles are employed by and report to the
Authority. These Officers are fixed pay point salary and are conditioned to Green Book
terms and conditions with subsequent pay uplifts being negotiated at a national level see Senior Salary Information.

4

RECRUITMENT AND REMUNERATION OF BRIGADE MANAGERS

4.1

Recruitment of Brigade Managers
Brigade Managers are selected in line with internal policies and procedures, with the
full participation of Members of the Authority and selection is based upon merit. Under
the requirements of the Localism Act 2011, new posts at Brigade Manager level will
continue to be subject to approval by the Authority prior to advertisement.

4.2

Brigade Managers’ Pay Review Panel
The Brigade Managers’ Pay Review Panel (the Panel) has delegated authority to
consider all issues associated with pay and conditions of Brigade Managers. Any
recommendation made by the Panel is reported to and decided upon by the Authority.
Any salaries of £100,000 or more will be subject to approval by the Authority after review
by the Panel and any severance payments over £100,000 will be subject to approval by
the Authority.

4.3

Brigade Managers’ Pay Determination methodology
The pay process for Brigade Managers consists of the two track approach in
accordance with the guidance issued under the Gold Book fifth edition published in 2006
which stated:
(1) At national level the National Joint Council for Brigade Managers of Fire and Rescue
Services (NJC) annually reviews the level of pay increase applicable to all those
covered by the national agreement (paragraph 10 of the Gold Book).
(2) All other decisions about pay levels and remuneration for individual Brigade
Managers are to be taken by the Authority, who should annually review these salary
levels (paragraph 11 of the Gold Book)
The local pay review will be effective from April each year. Arrangements will be made
for an independent review to be undertaken of the salaries of Chief Officers in similar
authorities. The review should use, as a benchmark, the Best Value Family Group 4
basic salary information, that is, those authorities of a similar size, nature and risks.
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4.4

Remuneration of Brigade Managers
The remuneration for the Deputy Chief Fire Officer is based on a percentage of the
CFO/CE salary which is calculated on a ‘total reward’ package to include salary and
access to fleet vehicles within the existing fleet to enable the duties of the post to be
performed. The CFO/CE salary is based on comparators for the role of Chief Fire
Officers in similar authorities. The review compares the pay levels of comparable Fire
and Rescue Authorities in the same Family Group of 18 Fire and Rescue Services and
establishes an average median pay point as a benchmark salary which is considered
by the Fire Authority when reviewing the salaries of Chief Officers. The relationship
between the salary of the Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive and the Deputy Chief Fire
Officer (Operational) is 85%.
Salary 2019/20
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive

£149,503

Deputy Chief Fire Officer
(85% of CFO/CE salary)

£127,078

The facility exists for the Brigade Managers (either singularly or collectively) to present
a case to the Panel (by the Chair) for variation of the ‘total reward’ package based on
evidence, the overall performance of the Service or an annual appraisal.
The Panel will have discretion to award further percentage increases each year over
any NJC award that may be decided.
The local pay review will cover the period 1 April to 31 March each year.
4.5

Fees and allowances
There are no fees or allowances payable to Brigade Managers other than Telephone
Allowances which are included on the remuneration note within the Statement of
Accounts.

4.6

Bonuses
There is no bonus scheme in operation for any role across the Service.

4.7

Expenses
Brigade Managers, Area Managers and Statutory Officers are able to reclaim a
restricted range of legitimate and evidenced expenses including landline and telephone
expenses. Wherever possible the Service will determine travel and accommodation e.g.
rail tickets and hotels to gain best value and reduce the level of individual claims by
officers. They do not hold an expense account. Corporate credit cards are issued to
Officers on a needs basis to be used for business use only and full receipts need to be
provided for any expenditure. Details of payments are included in the analysis for
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payments made by the Authority and accessible through the following link – see
Expenditure over £250
4.8

Subscriptions
Where required, the Authority pays the annual CFOA membership fee for Area
Managers and Statutory Officers for the Chief Fire Officers’ Association. This allowance
will be reviewed annually. It does not include individual professional body fees.

4.9

Performance Review
The Brigade Managers are expected to deliver their specified objectives and meet the
behaviours required. Each has an annual Appraisal. The CFO/CE’s Annual Appraisal is
undertaken by the Chair and Vice Chair of the Authority or their nominated substitutes.

4.10 Performance Related Pay
There is currently no Performance Related Pay scheme in operation for any role across
the Service.
4.11 Re-engagement of Staff
The Authority does not operate a policy of re-engaging staff after retirement from the
Service.
5

REMUNERATION AND PAY MULTIPLES

5.1

Remuneration of other senior officers
Remuneration details of all those senior officers employed by the Service with a pro rata
salary of over £50,000 can be found in the annual Statement of Accounts – see
Statement of Accounts.

5.2

Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service Staff
Terms and Conditions of employment for staff within the Service pay frameworks are
set nationally with any variations negotiated and agreed locally. This can include
consideration of any market supplements and benchmarking information in determining
appropriate pay and remuneration where required. The Service pay framework for
operational uniformed personnel follows guidance on role related pay from the NJC,
with the grade for each role being determined by a consistent job evaluation process.

5.3

The Service pay framework for non-operational support staff was implemented in line
with National guidance, with the grade for each role being determined by a consistent
job evaluation process. This followed a national requirement for all Local Authorities and
a number of other public sector employers, to review their pay and grading frameworks
to ensure fair and consistent practice for different groups of workers with the same
employer.
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5.4

Pay awards are considered annually for all staff. For uniformed operational staff
(Firefighter to Area Manager) any outcome of national consultations by the Local
Government Employers in negotiation with the Trade Unions is applied from July each
year. For non-uniformed support staff any outcome of national consultations by the
Local Government Employers in negotiation with the Trade Unions is applied from April
each year.

5.5

Other allowances and payments
Subject to meeting the qualifying conditions, employees have a right to belong to a
pension scheme. The pension schemes that employees may currently be members of
include:


Local Government Pension Scheme - An employer contribution of 13.2% of salary
is applied for all members of the Local Government Pension Scheme.The employee
contribution rates, which are defined by statute, currently range between 5.5% and
12.5% of pensionable pay.



Firefighters Pension Scheme 1992 (including special members of the 2006
Scheme) – An employer contribution of 37.3% of pensionable pay is applied for all
members of the 1992 scheme/Modified scheme. The employee contribution rates
currently range between 12.2% and 17% of pensionable pay.



Firefighters Pension Scheme 2006 (excluding special members) - An employer
contribution of 27.4% of pensionable pay is applied for all members of the 2006
scheme. The employee contribution rates currently range between 9.4% and 12.5%
of pensionable pay.



Firefighters Pension Scheme 2015 - An employer contribution of 28.8% of
pensionable pay is applied for all members of the 2015 scheme. The employee
contribution rates currently range between 11% and 14.5% of pensionable pay.

Other allowances applying to Firefighters include Flexible Duty Payments under the
national conditions of service, overtime, Continuous Professional Development (CPD)
Payments, training allowances and provision of Day Staffing Houses on a rent free basis
with provision to cover utility bills, relocation and rent allowances under agreed policies.
Flexible Duty Payments are made to Area Managers, Group Managers, and Station
Managers who provide flexible duty cover to attend emergency incidents on a 24/7 rota
basis. This is paid at 20% of basic salary.
Continuous Professional Development Payments are made under national conditions
of service and are approved annually, subject to an employee having more than five
years’ service since attaining competence in role. This is paid as a monthly payment of
to qualifying wholetime staff and qualifying On Call staff.
Other allowances include clothing allowance, paid to Control employees for the
provision of uniform, mileage and the reimbursement of medical fees, which only applies
to employees whose service commenced prior to November 1994. The reimbursement
of fees extends to cover dental, optical and prescription fees as paid at NHS rates.
8

5.6

Pay multiples
Comparison of the CFO/CE salary to the median pay of staff covered by the Grey Book
and the Green Book shows a pay multiple of 4.99 and will not exceed 5.5:
Substantive

CFO/CE pay
Median pay

= 4.99

This is consistent with previous pay multiples.
6

DEFINITION OF ‘LOWEST PAID’ STAFF
The ‘lowest paid’ grade within the Authority is a Scale 3 support role (being paid £17,681
per annum (Bands 14 to 17 between £17,681 and £18,672). The pay multiple between
the CFO/CE and the lowest paid member of staff will be no more than 15. This will
enable remuneration decisions which would help to attract competitive applications for
future vacancies, whilst providing reassurance that pay is set within reasonable
parameters. This will be reviewed as further information becomes available.
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REVIEW
This statement will be reviewed annually by the Authority following the application of the
national Gold, Green and Grey Book pay award decisions each year.

8

PUBLICATION
This statement will be published on the Service’s website as the Derbyshire Fire and
Rescue Service Pay Policy Statement to sit alongside the Brigade Managers’ Pay
Review Process and other information required to be published under the Government
Code of Practice on Data Transparency.
DOCUMENT HISTORY
Version no.

1.5

Replaces

Version 1.4

Date

March 2019

Approved by

DFRA

Review Period
This Pay Policy Statement will be reviewed in March 2020.
Distribution
This Pay Policy Statement will be published on the intranet in the month of issue. No hard copies will be
distributed.
Index
Keywords: Pay Policy Statement, Pay Statement, Pay Policy, Chief Officer pay, Brigade Managers Pay, Senior
Officers Pay, pay multiple, Pension contributions, lowest paid staff, performance related pay, gender pay gap
reporting, pay negotiating bodies, bonuses, expenses, subscriptions, re-engagement
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ITEM 10
OPEN

DECISION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF MONITORING OFFICER
MEMBERSHIP OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To gain Members’ views on the continued funding of the annual membership
of the Local Government Association (LGA) and whether they provide benefit
and value for money at a time of on-going challenge to expenditure across the
Service.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That Members agree or disagree to continue funding the corporate
membership of the LGA for 2019/20 at a cost of £9,732 (plus vat).

3.

Information and Analysis

3.1

At the Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Authority Annual General Meeting on 25
June 2015, Members agreed to annually review the LGA and corporate
memberships (minute 42/15).
Local Government Association

3.2

Some of the current benefits offered by the LGA are set out below:


The LGA works closely with the fire sector to provide representation and
support on a variety of issues ranging from industrial relations to
supporting and securing resources to fund future service delivery. For
example, the LGA Fire Services Management Committee was established
to focus on policy and development work on specific issues and has
formed a strong relationship with the National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC)
to support and promote new developments such as sprinkler installation
and the future role of the On-Call firefighter.



The LGA Fire Services Management Committee also works closely with
the National Joint Council (NJC) on various employment matters, for
example, the LGA recently provided input into the recent pensions review
consultation.



The LGA Fire Services Management Committee acts on behalf of the
LGA Fire Services Commission. This is a forum for all chairs/vice chairs
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of combined fire and rescue authorities to come together on a quarterly
basis to discuss matters of common interest and share good practice.


The LGA Annual Fire Conference provides the opportunity for politicians
and officers to network as a wider group. This year, Derbyshire sent two
Members and two officers to the conference in Gateshead. Feedback
indicated that this was extremely useful in terms of the opportunity to
network outside the formal meeting setting. In addition, the agenda topics,
workshops and discussion groups were considered to be current, relevant
and useful. Some examples of the agenda items were: Grenfell: Building
Safety by Dame Judith Hackitt; Recruitment and Inclusion; Mental Health
and Wellbeing in the Fire Sector. The Minister of State for Policing and the
Fire Service, the Rt Hon Nick Hurd MP also attended.



The LGA play a key role in the peer challenge review for Equality and
Operational Assurance. The Fire Peer Challenge allows fire and rescue
authorities to access independent input to support improvement, focusing
on areas the fire and rescue authority has identified as an area where
they are seeking the feedback. This approach is considered to be a more
helpful way of reviewing performance, in comparison to the previous audit
and inspection process, and is considered to be invaluable for senior
officers to develop and improve their services.



The LGA has a range of political development programmes to support and
develop councillors to ensure they are trained and well-equipped to deal
with the future challenges on local authorities. This training is available
for fire sector politicians and can be offered on an in-house leadership
development day basis.



In summary, the LGA’s work with national fire and rescue authorities
provides opportunity for information flow and networking to enable
lobbying and influencing to successfully develop, improve and sustain the
fire sector for the future.

4.

Legal Considerations

4.1

There are no legal requirements to be a member of the LGA.

5.

Financial Considerations

5.1

This year the LGA Leadership Board has again agreed to freeze membership
subscriptions for 2018/19 at £9,483 plus vat. This includes a 2.5% loyalty
discount and an additional prompt payment discount of 2.5% (subject to
payment by 30 June 2018). This is paid in advance and they require 12
months’ notice of intention to cancel membership. This runs effectively from
the end of the financial year that the notification is submitted.

6.

Further Considerations

6.1

Members need to balance their decision based on what we may lose from not
being members of the association.
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6.2

The LGA do not have individual membership. However, Cllr Buttery is actively
involved in LGA Fire Commission meetings as DFRA representative as well
as Cllr Skelton who sits as a balancing member for Derby City Council.

6.3

The association with LGA provides access to expert advice if required
covering a large range of areas. Withdrawal of membership may lead to a
delay in the receipt of sector intelligence and, should others follow in
withdrawing their financial support for such associations, the continued
research undertaken by sector employees on their behalf will diminish.

6.4

Members need to consider the value for money being delivered against the
pressures on our service budget.

This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer: L Taylor, Monitoring Officer

Contact No: 01773 305430

Background Papers:
FRA Report 25.12.15: Membership of the Local Government Association (Minute
number 42/15)
Letter from LGA February 2018 – Subscription 2018/19 Renewal
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ITEM 11
OPEN

DECISION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE
REVISED KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES (KPM) AND TARGETS 2019/20

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 To inform Members of the proposed KPM targets for the period 2019/20 and to
provide a summary of changes to the current suite of KPMs to be adopted to
monitor Service performance from April 2019 approved by SLT.
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Members agree to adopt the proposed KPM targets and recommended
KPM amendments for 2019/20.
3.

Information and Analysis

3.1 The KPM targets proposed for approval for the year 2019/20 are outlined in
Appendix 1.
3.2 The incident-related targets have been set in accordance with the target setting
technique implemented in 2016/17.
3.3 It was identified that incident numbers have significantly reduced from the
levels of 10 years ago however year–on-year rates of reduction have slowed
and some incident numbers were starting to increase as is the case as we end
2018/19.
3.4 In order to set achievable stretched targets in response to the plateauing effect
of incident numbers, the targets will again be based on annual incident-related
targets which are less than or equal to the lowest annual total achieved
between 2009/10 (the year of introduction of the current national Incident
Recording System) and 2018/19.
3.5 All targets awaiting year-end 2018/19 outturn data for target confirmation will be
presented to the Quarter 4 Service Delivery Performance Board chaired by
DCFO Tomlinson for approval.
3.6 A review of the current KPM has been undertaken with the following
recommended outcomes:
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3.7 KPM1.2 – Number of people killed and seriously injured in accidental
primary fires: To provide more clarity and transparency the measure will be
split into the following proposed measures: KPM: Number of fatalities in
accidental primary fires and KPM: Number of casualties in accidental
primary fires (excluding precautionary checks and first aid). All relevant
information supporting both measures will be available as secondary
performance measures on the Performance Dashboards and included in the
analysis of the quarterly performance report.
3.8 KPM1.3 – Number of primary fire incidents attended: This measure will be
reported as a secondary performance measure to reduce duplication. The
information provided in the current format will continue to be captured and
reported on within KPM’s 1.1, 1.2, and 2.5 and within analysis on the quarterly
performance report. Primary fires will continue to be reported on the
Performance Dashboards retaining the “best year” target and to ensure
continued benchmarking within the Family Group 4 and other national arena’s.
3.9 KPM1.15 – Percentage of Safe and Well Checks (SWC) delivered to
vulnerable groups: This measure will be amended to KPM: Number of SWC
delivered to vulnerable and targeted groups to capture both vulnerable and
targeted activity. The Risk Stratification Index (RSI) is now firmly embedded at
station level ensuring crews only deliver SWC to addresses identified as
vulnerable.
3.10 KPM (New) – Number of people killed and seriously injured in RTC
incidents attended by DFRS: This measure is to be introduced to
demonstrate the impact of RTC prevention activities. The measure will be
supported by the Derbyshire Constabulary dataset providing dashboards with
the complete overview of all RTC activity.
3.11 KPM (New) – Risk Reduction: Measure currently under-construction involving
Response, Protection, Prevention and Inclusion and Data Management to be
trialled during 2019/20 to allow for monitoring and development. This year will
be a baseline year with a target implemented for 2020/21.
3.12 KPM (New) – Number of Fire Safety Audits completed by review date
triggered by the Risk Based Inspection Programme (RBIP): This measure
will be introduced to monitor the application of the RBIP to PRV6-10 premises
to provide assurance of inspections of high risk premises.
3.13 KPM2.6 – Number of lite Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI) completed:
This measure to be re-established (previously hazard spotting) as a KPM
following its removal during 2018/19 to allow for the transition to the new SSRI
platform.
3.14 KPM (New) – Number of full Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI)
completed: To monitor activity within premises and structures requiring an
SSRI full, to ensure compliance with section 7(2)d of the Fire and Rescue
Services act.
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3.15 KPM (New) – Availability of Mobilising System (%): To monitor the
performance and availability of the Systel mobilising system in order to assess
the impact on service delivery.
3.16 KPM7.2 Training Satisfaction – This measure is to be removed and will form
part of the revised quality assurance measure.
4.

Options Appraisal

4.1 Not applicable.
5.

Legal Considerations

5.1 To Local Government Act 1999 requires every best value authority to secure
continuous improvement in the way its functions are exercised, having regard
to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
5.2 The monitoring of performance indicators and performance standards is one
measure by which the Secretary of State can assess the economy, efficiency
and effectiveness of an authority.
6.

Financial Considerations

6.1 None; there are no additional costs to the Service regarding collation of data for
and monitoring against the performance measures.
7.

Inclusion and Equality Considerations

7.1 This report accords fully with the Corporate Services Equality Impact
Assessment.
8.

Further Considerations

8.1 None.
This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Group Manager Lee
Group Manager Platts
Group Manager Hawker
Station Manager Stevens
Group Manager Wells
Group Manager Stanbrook
Head of Accountancy, Rachel McNamee
Strategic Head of HR, Helen Minion
Head of Systems & Information, Nigel Glossop
Governance & Performance Working Group – 25.2.19
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer: Carl Wilton

Contact No: 01773 305332
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Appendix 1
Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service
Key Performance Measure Targets 2019/20
Community Safety - Prevention:
Measure Title

Measure Description

KPM1.1: Accidental
Dwelling Fires
KPM1.2a: Fire Fatalities

Number of accidental dwelling fire
incidents attended
Number of fatalities in accidental primary
fires.
KPM1.2b: Fire Casualties Number of casualties in accidental primary
fires (excluding precautionary checks and
first aid)
KPM1.4: Deliberate Fires Number of deliberate primary and
secondary fires attended
KPM1.13: Direct
Percentage of direct engagement activities
Engagement Conversion resulting in a Safe and Well Check
Rates (%)
KPM1.14: SWC Referral Percentage of Safe and Well Checks
rate (%)
referred to other agencies
KPM1.16: SWC delivered Number of Safe and Well Checks delivered
to vulnerable and
to vulnerable and targeted groups
targeted groups
KPM1.17: KSI in RTC
Number of people killed or seriously injured
in RTC’s attended by DFRS
KPM8.1: Risk Reduction The impact of FRS activities on community
risk levels

Estimated
Target
2018/19
2018/19
Outturn

Target
2019/20

Lead

Notes

400

409

400

Service Delivery

2019/20 target based on
2018/19 estimated outturn.

3

n/a

0

Service Delivery

Aspirational 0 target.

41

n/a

38

Service Delivery

2019/20 target based on
2016/17 actual outturn.

1,050

944

944

Service Delivery

2019/20 target based on
2016/17 actual outturn.

31%

30%

31%

Service Delivery

1% increase to reflect
estimated outturn.

7%

20%

10%

Service Delivery

Reduction in target based
on current outturn.

12,000

n/a

10,500

Service Delivery

Based on Station, CSO and
Handy-Van activity.

120

n/a

TBC

Service Delivery

n/a

n/a

n/a

Service Delivery

Further investigation
required.
Under construction and trial
during 2019/20.

Community Safety – Protection
Measure Title

Measure Description

KPM2.3: False Alarms

Number of false alarms caused by
automatic fire detection in non-domestic
properties
The number of fires in non-domestic
buildings
Percentage of Fire Safety Order (FSO)
premises interacted with

KPM2.5: Fires in NonDomestic Premises
KPM2.7: FSO premises
interacted with (%)

Estimated
Target
2018/19
2018/19
Outturn

Target
2019/20

Lead

Notes
2019/20 target based on
2017/18 actual outturn.

930

877

877

Service Delivery

180

176

176

Service Delivery

11%

10%

12%

Service Delivery

2019/20 target based on
2014/15 actual outturn.
2% Increase in target.

KPM2.8: Audits triggered
by RBIP
KPM2.9: SSRI lite

Number of Fire Safety audits completed by
review date triggered by the RBIP
Number of lite Site Specific Risk
Information (SSRI) completed

n/a

n/a

767*

Service Delivery

n/a

n/a

4,344

Service Delivery

2019/20 target based on
estimated reviews due.
Target per station based on
property numbers in each
area.

Operational Preparedness
Measure Title

Measure Description

KPM3.1: WDS Availability
– Staffing (%)
KPM3.2: On-Call
Availability – Staffing (%)
KPM3.3: WDS Core
Competency (%)

Percentage availability of Wholetime/Day
Crewed appliances (staffing)
Percentage availability of On-Call
appliances (staffing)
Percentage of core competency (via
assessment) measures performing on
target for Wholetime/Day crew personnel.
Percentage of core competency (via
assessment) measures performing on
target for On-Call personnel
Percentage of core competency (via
assessment) measures performing on
target for Officers
Number of full Site Specific Risk
Information (SSRI) completed

KPM3.4: On-Call Core
Competency (%)
KPM3.5: Officer Core
Competency (%)
KPM3.6: SSRI full

Estimated
Target
2018/19
2018/19
Outturn

Target
2019/20

Lead

Notes

99%

99%

99%

Service Delivery

No change.

n/a

82%

TBC

Service Delivery

Further investigation
required.

100%

100%

100%

Service Delivery

No change.

100%

100%

100%

Service Delivery

No change.

100%

100%

100%

Service Delivery

No change.

Service Delivery

1 per WDS watch per month,
1 per OC unit every second
month,
2 per WDP watch per month –
(GL/MA).

Lead

Notes

n/a

n/a

666

Incident Response
Measure Title

Measure Description

KPM4.1: Response
Standards 1st pump (%)
KPM5.1: Post contact
satisfaction (%)

Percentage of response standards met for
life risk fire incidents – 1st pump
Percentage of respondents to post contact
surveys who showed satisfaction with the
Service

Estimated
Target
2018/19
2018/19
Outturn

Target
2019/20

82%

80%

80%

Service Delivery

No change.

99%

98%

98%

Service Delivery

No change.

KPM4.6: Calls answered
in 7 seconds (%)

Percentage of emergency calls answered
in 7 seconds by Command and Control

KPM4.7: Mobilising
System availability (%)

Percentage availability of the mobilising
system

93%

90%

90%

Service Delivery

n/a

n/a

99%

Systems and
Information

No change in target to allow
for Control Room merge – to
be reviewed next year.

Training Provision
Measure Title

Measure Description

KPM7.2: Training
Assurance

Quality assurance of JTC Training and On
Call station visits.

KPM7.4: Course
Attendance

Number of people taking up training
courses provided

Estimated
Target
2018/19
2018/19
Outturn

Target
2019/20

Lead

Notes

n/a

n/a

90%

Service Delivery

Changes made to
underpinning secondary
measures.

76%

90%

90%

Service Delivery

No change.

Lead

Notes

People &
Organisational
Development
Corporate Financial
Services
Corporate Financial
Services
Corporate Financial
Services
Corporate Financial
Services
Corporate Financial
Services
Corporate Financial
Services
Corporate Financial
Services

Stretch target – average of
the last 2 years.

Corporate/Financial:
Measure Title

Measure Description

KPM5.2: Shifts Lost to
Sickness (All Staff)

Average working days/shifts lost to
sickness absence by all staff

KPM5.5: CIPFA

Compliance with CIPFA code of
Governance
KPM6.1: Financial
Achievement of medium term financial
Strategy
strategy to deliver cost effective services
KPM6.2: Service
Total Service expenditure per head of
Expenditure
population
KPM6.3: Response
Total cost of response per head of
Expenditure
population
KPM6.4: Community
Total cost of community safety per head of
Safety Expenditure
population
KPM6.5: Non Operational Total cost of non-operational expenditure
Expenditure
per head of population
KPM6.6: Band D Council Cost of Service per band D dwelling
Tax charge
council tax

Estimated
Target
2018/19
2018/19
Outturn

Target
2019/20

8.0

9.2

8.0

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

TBC

£36.40

TBC

TBC

£16.47

TBC

TBC

£2.73

TBC

TBC

£17.19

TBC

TBC

£74.74

TBC

No change.
No change.
Awaiting budget approval.
Awaiting budget approval.
Awaiting budget approval.
Awaiting budget approval.
Awaiting budget approval.

ITEM 12
OPEN

INFORMATION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE
REVIEW OF CREWING ARRANGEMENTS FOR ON-CALL APPLIANCES
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1. To inform Members of a trial of flexible crewing arrangements for On-Call appliances
responding to selected incident types.
2.

Recommendations

2.1. That Members note that there will be a 6 month trial of flexible crewing arrangements
for On-Call appliances.
3.

Information and Analysis
Background

3.1. As a requirement of the Fire and Rescue National Framework for England 2018,
every fire and rescue authority must assess all foreseeable fire and rescue related
risks that could affect their communities (from local fires to terrorist attacks). They are
required to put in place arrangements to mitigate these risks, either through adjusting
existing provision, effective collaboration and partnership working, or building new
capability.
3.2. As part of the Service’s Integrated Risk Management Plan 2017-2021 the Year 2
Service Action Plan for 2018/19 included a requirement to review crewing
arrangements for On-Call Stations and Units. This review formed part of an ongoing
review of staffing levels, duty systems and ways of working.
3.3. At present, On-Call appliances in Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Service (DFRS) are
mobilised to the full range of incident types with a minimum crew of four suitably
qualified firefighters. This trial will not affect the minimum staffing level of four for OnCall appliances responding on Pre-Determined Attendance (PDA) where appliance
requirements are already determined for a range of incident types.
3.4. The Fire Brigades Union (FBU) have confirmed that their position is to maintain a
minimum of four suitably qualified firefighters at all times.
Priority Mobilising Incident Type Codes
3.5. In accordance with current Service Procedures, the Priority Levels are:
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Priority 1 (P1) – Incidents which pose an immediate threat to human life or pose
a risk of severe human injury where intervention has the potential to save life
and/or reduce the risk.



Priority 2 (P2) – Incidents which pose a serious hazard and high risk threat to the
environment, society, property or heritage requiring immediate response.



Priority 3 (P3) – Incidents which pose a potential hazard to human life, the
environment, society, property or heritage or incidents which pose a confirmed
low hazard to human life.

3.6. Fire Control hold incident type attendance codes and specific address related PreDetermined Attendances (PDA).
Risk assessment
3.7. Analysis has been carried out by a multi-disciplinary working group with
representation from Safety and Risk Management, Fire Control, Operational Training,
Response Officers, On-Call personnel, Data Management, Corporate
Communications and Trades Unions. Firefighter safety remains paramount in
thinking when looking at this issue. The training, procedures and requirements for
equipment will be reviewed and adapted to deal with a range of scenarios, all
following an informed risk assessment.
3.8. Through a study of mobilisation data and assessment of risks, the suggested
approach for trialling this flexible crewing arrangement is to use a risk assessment
methodology that reduces the risk to firefighter safety. The working group has been
clear to identify those incident types where the risk to firefighter safety and/or risk to
service delivery is deemed excessive.
3.9. A Risk Assessment Matrix used Red, Amber and Green rating (RAG rating) to
indicate those incidents where a crew of three would be deemed to be safe and
sufficient to attend; this assessment has been carried out for approximately 400
incident types. This information indicates the specific low risk incidents a crew of
three could attend. Analysis of availability data indicates that On-Call appliances
could be made available for mobilisation to specific low risk Priority 3 (P3) incident
types with a crew of three when suitable qualifications are available.
3.10. The trial will review the mobilisations of DFRS On-Call appliances as the only
attendance to a range of Priority 3 (P3) incident types with a minimum of three
suitably qualified personnel. The minimum qualifications required to ensure appliance
availability with a crew of three would be:




Incident Commander (OiC)
Emergency Response Driver (ERD)
Breathing Apparatus Wearer (BAW)

3.11. During the trial period, all On-Call appliances attending incidents with a crew of three
will be required to provide a Debrief report and these will be monitored and actioned
as necessary. An On-Call appliance with a crew of three will not:



Be mobilised to a P1 or P2 incident instead of an appliance with a crew of four
Be mobilised to any incidents outside Derbyshire
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4.

Be used for any “cover” moves following deployment of other appliances
Deploy Breathing Apparatus

Legal Considerations

4.1. As part of its core functions, a fire and rescue authority must secure the provision of
the personnel, services and equipment necessary to efficiently meet all normal
requirements (Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004). A fire and rescue authority is also
required to have due regard to the Fire and Rescue National Framework in carrying
out their functions. It is explicit in the framework that fire and rescue authorities must
demonstrate how prevention, protection, and response activities will be best used to
mitigate the impact of risk on communities in a cost effective way, using the
Integrated Risk Management Plan process.
5.

Financial Considerations

5.1. Best Value authorities are under a general Duty of Best Value to “make
arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its functions are
exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.”
Under the Duty of Best Value, therefore, consideration should be given to overall
value, including economic, environmental and social value, when reviewing service
provision. The trial of flexible crewing arrangements in DFRS should be able to be
accommodated within the current On-Call budget. However, if crews are mobilised to
more incidents then this could have an impact on the current On-Call expenditure.
6.

Inclusion and Equality Considerations

6.1. A People Impact Assessment (PIA) has been completed for this project and will be
monitored and reviewed as the trial progresses. The PIA helps identify the groups
likely to be affected by the change; the impacts the change will have on individuals in
each group; the risks those impacts pose to successfully delivery of the change; and
the mitigating actions that will help to manage those risks and people impacts. The
outputs from the PIA will inform project development and delivery plans as well as
communication plans, planning resources and any external communications
required.
6.2. The PIA will be developed by a group with varied areas of expertise as different
perspectives and knowledge will build a comprehensive PIA. To be fully effective, it is
an opportunity to actively involve or consult stakeholders and / or end users as their
experience and expertise will identify impacts that aren’t visible to the project team
alone.
This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following Officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer: Group Manager Paul Hawker

Contact No: 01773 305480

Background papers:
Fire and Rescue National Framework for England – May 2018
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ITEM 13
OPEN

INFORMATION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE
TRIAL OF NEW RESPONSE MODEL AT ASHBOURNE FIRE STATION

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 To inform Members about the commencement of a 12 month trial of a new
response model and vehicle provision at Ashbourne Fire Station.
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Members note the contents of this report.
3.

Information and Analysis

3.1 As a requirement of the Fire and Rescue National Framework for England
2018, every fire and rescue authority must assess all foreseeable fire and
rescue related risks that could affect their communities (from local fires to
terrorist attacks). They are required to put in place arrangements to mitigate
these risks, either through adjusting existing provision, effective collaboration
and partnership working, or building new capability.
3.2 As part of the Service’s Integrated Risk Management Plan 2017-21, analysis of
the mobilisation data for the Special Appliances was completed in 2017 and
considered by the Fire Authority in February 2018. Based on historical
mobilisation data and the risk profile of Derbyshire, the Fire Authority agreed to
the relocation of a Water Carrier from Ilkeston Fire Station to Ashbourne Fire
Station subject to consultation with key stakeholders, monitoring and review.
3.3 Through key stakeholder engagement, consultation has taken place with the
On Call Firefighters at Ashbourne Fire Station, key internal departments and
the Fire Brigades Union. Concerns were raised that there would be a lack of
Road Traffic Collision (RTC) equipment and water supplies should the second
appliance be removed. However, the trial of a new response model includes a
change of vehicle provision at Ashbourne Fire Station (with the relocation of the
Road Traffic Support Vehicle (RSV) and the Water Carrier) which addresses
the concern of water supply and the RSV will carry frontline RTC equipment.
3.4 This trial seeks to provide data for analysis and evaluation in due course on a
new method of resourcing to risk. The precise business rules for this trial have
yet to be finalised. The intention is that the Service will continue to mobilise fire
appliances as required but the RSV and the Water Carrier can be mobilised
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from Ashbourne Fire Station as an additional resource at the same time as the
first appliance from Ashbourne: thus providing the crews with more equipment,
personnel and an enhanced water supply.
3.5 This new response model seeks to provide Ashbourne On Call Firefighters with
greater flexibility and control over their mobilising arrangements to better align
resources to risk.
4.

Financial Considerations

4.1 There would be a minimal cost for training Ashbourne On Call Firefighters in
both familiarisation with the Water Carrier and the RSV. The RSV will incur
costs when being fitted out to hold equipment but the RSV is being provided
from existing vehicle fleet.
5.

Inclusion and Equality Considerations

5.1 A People Impact Assessment has been completed and no issues have been
identified.
6.

Further Considerations

6.1 On completion of the trial consideration will be given to the trial or
implementation of a new response model at other fire stations with 2 fire
appliances. In carrying out the trial at Ashbourne Fire Station, regard will be
had to:
a)

Health and Safety
The appropriate risk assessments will be completed prior to initiation of
the trial.

b)

Risk and Asset Management Considerations
This would be managed by the Transport department. A comprehensive
evaluation of the mobilisation data will be conducted on completion of the
trial.

c)

Sustainability Considerations
The trial would be run for 12 months and then evaluated.

This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer:
Station Manager Neil Hibberd

Contact No:
07884036859

Background Papers:
Special Appliances Review – September 2017
Fire Authority Report - 15 February 2018: Review of Special Appliances
Fire and Rescue Service National Framework for England – May 2018
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ITEM 14
OPEN

INFORMATION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE
GENDER PAY GAP REPORTING

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to present the findings of the Gender Pay reporting
for Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service (DFRS) for 2019.
2.

Recommendations

2.1 That Members note the findings of the analysis.
2.2 That Members note the findings are published on DFRS’ website in line with the
Government requirements.
2.3 That Members note that the mean, median and Quartile data is published on
the Government’s Gender Pay Gap Data website.
3.

Information and Analysis

3.1 DFRS is required by law to carry out Gender Pay reporting under the Equality
Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017. Gender Pay
reporting shows the difference between the average earnings of men and
women within the Service. This is expressed as a percentage of men’s
earnings e.g. women earn 15% less than men. The purpose of Gender Pay
reporting is to assess the level of equality in the workplace and identify any
imbalances.
3.2 Gender Pay reporting requires 6 calculations to be carried out. These are
detailed below:
Mean Gender Pay Gap

Median Gender Pay Gap

Mean Bonus Gender Pay
Gap

Calculating the mean gender pay involves
adding up all of the hourly pay rates and
dividing this by the number of employees.
Calculating the median gender pay involves
listing all the hourly pay rates in numerical
order with the median being the middle
number of the list.
Calculating the mean bonus gender pay
involves adding up all of the bonuses and
dividing this by the number of employees.
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Median Bonus Gender Pay
Gap

Proportion of Males and
Females receiving a bonus
payment

Proportion of males and
females in each quartile
band

Calculating the median bonus gender pay
involves listing all the bonuses in numerical
order with the median being the middle
number of the list.
Calculating the proportion receiving a bonus
involves dividing the number of relevant
employees who received a bonus by the
number of relevant who could have
received a bonus.
To calculate a quartile range order the
hourly pay rates in numerical order and split
the list into 4 equal sections. Then calculate
how many males and females fall into each
section.

More detailed information on the calculations can be found on the ACAS
website. The data used for the calculations is taken from the data held on the
31 March 2018 in accordance with the Government guidelines.
3.3 The graphs below show the breakdown of DFRS employees by gender. The
graphs show that females are significantly underrepresented in the Service.
This is caused by an underrepresentation of females in operational roles in the
Service rather than support roles.
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3.4 The calculation results for the mean and median pay gap are shown below;
Mean Gender Pay Gap 7.44%

£13.98

Median Gender Pay Gap 2.97%

£15.10

£12.97

£13.37

The most recent national figures for the mean and median gender pay gaps
shows that women earn 10% (Labour Force Survey data 2014) and 17.9%
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(Office for National Statistics 2018) less than men respectively. Both the mean
and median gender pay gap in DFRS are lower than the national figures at
7.44% and 2.97% respectively.
3.5 The proportion of males and females in each quartile salary band is shown
below:

The graph shows that the greatest proportion of female salaries fall into the
lowest quartile salary band and the next highest proportion of salaries fall into
the highest quartile band. As a result the upper salary band offsets the lower
salary band to reduce the pay gap between males and females in the service.
However, greater context can be provided by analysing the salary quartiles
when they are broken down to operational staff (including control) and support
staff as shown in the graphs below.
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Both of the graphs show that the proportion of males to females in the Upper,
Upper Middle and Lower Middle quartiles are very similar. The quartile where
there is a difference is the lower quartile where there is a higher proportion of
female salaries compared to the other 3 quartiles. The reason for the disparity
in the operational staff graph is because the lowest paid roles are Control staff
and the majority of these post are filled by women. Likewise, for the support
staff graph the lowest paid roles are administration posts where again the
majority of these posts are filled by women.
3.6 There is no bonus scheme offered at DFRS therefore all the calculations
related to bonuses are not applicable to DFRS.
4.

Considerations for the future

4.1 The mean and median gender pay gaps are relatively small which shows that
female employees at DFRS are not disadvantaged compared to their male
counterparts. However, there are actions that can and have been taken to
reduce the gender pay gap even further.
4.2 It is widely recognised that within the operational firefighter role, females are
significantly under represented (currently 7% in DFRS). Increasing the number
of female operational firefighters will reduce the gender pay gap by increasing
the average female salary. DFRS already conducts positive action activities to
try to encourage more female and ethnic minority members of Derbyshire to
apply to become firefighters.
4.3 It is also important to recognise that there is an over representation of females
in Control staff and administrations roles. Increasing the number of males in
these roles would reduce the gender pay gap by reducing the average male
salary. This is particularly relevant to support roles where the proportion of
males to females is already split roughly “50:50” in the top 3 quartiles.
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5.

Legal Considerations

5.1 From April 2017 all employers with 250 or more employees are required to
publish a statutory set of calculations each year to show how large the pay gap
is between male and female employees.
5.2 The deadline for submitting the calculations is the 31st March of the following
year.
5.3 It is important to note that Gender Pay reporting is not the same as an equal
pay audit. Gender Pay reporting is concerned with the difference between an
average male salary and an average female salary within the Service, whereas
equal pay concerns the salary gap between employees in the same role, rated
as equivalent using the same job evaluation scheme or where work is of equal
value.
6.

Financial Considerations

6.1 For information the salary of a Control Operator is 95% of the salary of an
operational firefighter. This is the reason that Control staff have the lowest
salaries of all the operational roles.
6.2 Both Operational and Control pay rates are negotiated nationally as part of the
Grey Book National Joint Council terms and conditions agreed between
Government and the Fire Brigades Union (FBU). The nationally negotiated
2003 pay formula agreed as part of the sixth Edition Grey Book reflects the
additional level of danger and onerous working conditions that operational
firefighters face at incidents compared to their Control counterparts.
This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Helen Minion – Strategic HR Partner
Robert Taylor – Group Manager Prevention and Inclusion
Lukasz Gazda – Inclusion Officer
Richard Powers – Business Analyst
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer: Judi Beresford

Contact No: 01773 305323

Background Papers:
Gender pay gap reporting guidance
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=5768
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ITEM 15
OPEN

INFORMATION

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF CHIEF FIRE OFFICER/CHIEF EXECUTIVE
ELECTRONIC ACCESS TO FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY PAPERS

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 To inform Members of a Pilot Scheme to reduce the use of paper copy report
packs and improve electronic access to documents for Members for the Fire &
Rescue Authority meetings and meetings of committees, working groups and
forums.
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Members note the contents of this report.
3.

Information and Analysis

3.1

Since 2013, the Principal Officer Support Team have provided Fire and Rescue
Authority (the Fire Authority) reports in a combined electronic format, alongside
paper copies for the Fire Authority meetings as well as for meetings of
committees, working groups and forums.

3.2

In order to meet the timescales for publication and giving notice of meetings,
Open reports for decision are downloaded to the Derbyshire Fire and Rescue
Service website 10 days before a meeting. A set of reports are then posted out
to Fire Authority Members, the Police and Crime Commissioner, the External
Auditor, the Fire Brigades Union and Unison.

3.3

The annual cost of providing paper report packs amounts to just over £2000 a
year. Within the Service, efficiency savings have led to meetings being
administered electronically and recipients are left with the option to print reports
themselves if required.

3.4

E-commerce has grown rapidly and electronic access to documents is now
used by many organisations to reduce costs and provide efficiencies; with the
environmental impacts of less use of paper being a major consideration.

3.5

A Working Group will run a Pilot Scheme to explore options for improved
electronic access to documents for Members. An evaluation report and any
recommendations will be brought back to the Fire Authority in due course.
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3.6

Analysis
Strengths
 Eco-friendly
 Time saving
 Cost effective
 Instantly available
 Increased security of reports
 Less waste

Weaknesses
 IT reliant
 Some preference for paper
copies

Opportunities
Threats
 Financial savings
 IT knowledge
 Less staff time collating
 Power cuts
 Reduces environmental impact
 Lack of support for the
paperless option

4.

Legal Considerations

4.1

Best value authorities are under a general duty of best value to “make
arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its
functions are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency
and effectiveness.” Under the duty of best value, therefore, the Fire Authority
should consider overall value, including environmental and social value, when
reviewing service provision.

5.

Risk Management Considerations

5.1

Regard must be had to data protection and, in particular, the ‘security principle’
that you process personal data securely by means of ‘appropriate technical and
organisational measures’. Doing this includes reference to risk analysis,
organisational policies, and physical and technical measures. This Pilot
provides an opportunity to conduct testing and reviews of our measures and act
on the results of those tests where they highlight areas for improvement.

This report has been consulted upon and approved by the following officers:
Strategic Leadership Team – 4.3.19
Contact Officer:

Contact No:

Louise Taylor – Solicitor/Monitoring Officer

01773 305430
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